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Data science matters. It helps consumers secure 
housing, transportation, food and a host of services. 
It enables businesses to understand their existing 
customers, find new markets and improve their 
productivity. And in the complex field of security 
analysis and risk management, it allows organizations 
get a better handle on their most complex security 
challenges.

At Haystax, we’re as passionate about data science 
as we are about software development. Data 
science underpins the security analytics software 
we build, most notably in providing the theoretical 
and mathematical foundations for our probabilistic 
model-based approach — and for the machine-
learning algorithms and other artificial intelligence 
techniques that we combine with our models — to help 
organizations to pinpoint and respond to their most 
serious threats. 

Since our earliest days, Haystax’s mission has been 
to dynamically prioritize the world’s risks, with the 
goal of giving operators and decision-makers the 
actionable intelligence they need to more effectively 
protect critical systems, data, facilities and people. 
We hold more than half a dozen patents around risk 
management methodologies and have deployed our 
software across a range of federal, state and local 
government agencies and in the private sector.

After the 9/11 attacks, it became clear that while 
those responsible for defending our nation excelled at 
responding to major incidents, they needed a better way 
of anticipating threats — even when the threat scenarios 
were unprecedented, the signals weak or the data sparse. 

Many of us at Haystax had long been adherents of 
core risk management principles, which focus heavily 
on threat likelihood, and on Bayesian inference, which 
deals in probabilities. But our earliest work was before 
the so-called ‘big data’ era. We prioritized those hard-
to-quantify risks, which came with little historical data, 
and our technology worked very well — ultimately 
being used to allocate over $18 billion of risk-based 
security investments and to protect the nation’s 
critical infrastructure. But we were unsure how our 
approach would work in a big-data environment.

The lightbulb moment for our new product 
direction came during a conversation with a leading 
technologist, who said, “There has never been a cyber 
attack that couldn’t be attributed after the fact. All 
of the data is there to forensically reconstruct what 
happened. That means that we should have the ability 
to identify attacks as, or even before, they happen — if 
we have the right analytics.”

We realized that our methods for extracting 
knowledge from experts and encoding it into 
reasoning algorithms was even more useful in 
cybersecurity, an environment where we drown in 
data and can’t seem to see important threats until after 
they occur. Starting with the physics of the problem, 
the underlying model is the key to making sense of all 
the data. As Elon Musk has said, “If you can properly 
phrase the question, then the answer is the easy part.” 

We haven’t looked back since.

This collection of research papers is intended to 
reveal some of the data science that has gone into 
our probabilistic model of whole-person behavior, a 
Bayesian inference network that sits at the heart of 
the Haystax Analytics Platform we have deployed in 
support of operational security missions such as insider 
threat analysis, continuous monitoring of cleared 
personnel and cyber-crime detection. The papers were 
written and published over a period of several years, 
starting in 2014. Four of the five were peer reviewed 
and presented at leading conferences around the U.S., 
and one garnered an award when it was presented.

We hope you find the material in this collection 
informative and useful — even inspiring — in your own 
work. The data scientists and software engineers who 
contributed to these papers have certainly inspired us, 
as we have transformed their knowledge and expertise 
into ever-evolving operational solutions that address 
complex real-world problems for the individuals 
responsible for protecting the security of our nation 
and the safety of its people.

Best wishes and happy reading!

The Haystax Team
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Title: Target Beliefs for SME-oriented, Bayesian Network-based Modeling
Authors: Robert Schrag, Edward Wright, Robert Kerr, and Robert Johnson

Abstract: Our framework supporting non-technical subject matter experts’ authoring of useful Bayesian networks has presented 
requirements for fixed probability soft or virtual evidence findings that we refer to as target beliefs. We describe exogenously 
motivated target belief requirements for model nodes lacking explicit priors and mechanistically motivated requirements 
induced by logical constraints over nodes that in the framework are strictly binary. Compared to the best published results, our 
target belief satisfaction methods are competitive in result quality and processing time on much larger problems.

Title: Automating the Construction of Indicator-Hypothesis Bayesian Networks from 
Qualitative Specifications
Authors: Edward Wright, Robert Schrag, Robert Kerr, and Bryan Ware

Abstract: We encode qualitative knowledge for a class of probabilistic reasoning problems as a network of related hypotheses 
and indicators. One specific application domain concerns reasoning about risk or threat in order to raise an alert or warning.  
The network’s nodes are propositions, either deterministic summary propositions or indicator-hypothesis propositions.  
Edges connecting these nodes are influences bearing positive or negative polarity and greater or lesser strength.  Given such 
a qualitative specification, we automatically construct a Bayesian network including quantitative conditional probability 
tables.  We initially developed this methodology and software tools to capture qualitative probabilistic knowledge implicit in 
the official policy documents associated with a specific domain and have since generalized it to allow subject matter experts 
or domain analysts to readily address other similar domains.  We describe our qualitative representation and the steps we 
take to automatically construct a corresponding quantitative Bayesian network from it.

Title: Processing Events in Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Authors: Robert Schrag, Edward Wright, Robert Kerr, and Bryan Ware

Abstract: Assessing entity (e.g., person) risk from entity-related events requires appropriate techniques to address the relevance 
of events (individually and/or in aggregate) relative to a prevailing temporal frame of reference—for continuous risk monitoring, 
a running time point representing “the present.” We describe two classes of temporal relevance techniques we have used 
towards insider threat detection in probabilistic risk models based on Bayesian networks. One class of techniques is appropriate 
when a generic person Bayesian network is extended with a new random variable for each relevant event—practical when 
events of concern are infrequent and we expect their number per person to be small (as in public records monitoring). Another 
class is needed when (as in computer network event monitoring) we expect too many relevant events to create a new random 
variable for each event. We present a use case employing both classes of techniques and discuss their relative strengths and 
weaknesses. Finally, we describe the semantic technology framework supporting this work.

Title: Probabilistic Argument Maps for Intelligence Analysis: Capabilities Underway
Authors: Robert Schrag, Edward Wright, Robert Kerr, Robert Johnson, Bryan Ware, Joan McIntyre, Melonie Richey,  
Kathryn Laskey, and Robert Hoffman

Abstract: We describe enhancements underway to our probabilistic argument mapping framework called FUSION. 
Exploratory modeling in the domain of intelligence analysis has highlighted requirements for additional knowledge 
representation and reasoning capabilities, particularly regarding argument map nodes that are specified as propositional 
logic functions of other nodes. We also describe more flexible specifications for link strengths and node prior probabilities. 
We expect these enhancements to find general applicability across problem domains.

Title: Probabilistic Argument Maps for Intelligence Analysis: Completed Capabilities
Authors: Robert Schrag, Joan McIntyre, Melonie Richey, Kathryn Laskey, Edward Wright, Robert Kerr, Robert Johnson,  
Bryan Ware, and Robert Hoffman

Abstract: Intelligence analysts are tasked to produce well-reasoned, transparent arguments with justified likelihood assessments 
for plausible outcomes regarding past, present, or future situations. Traditional argument maps help to structure reasoning but 
afford no computational support for probabilistic judgments. We automatically generate Bayesian networks from argument map 
specifications to compute probabilities for every argument map node. Resulting analytical products are operational, in that (e.g.) 
analysts or their decision making customers can interactively explore different combinations of analytical assumptions.
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Abstract 

Our framework supporting non-technical subject 
matter experts’ authoring of useful Bayesian 
networks has presented requirements for fixed 
probability soft or virtual evidence findings that we 
refer to as target beliefs.  We describe exogenously 
motivated target belief requirements for model 
nodes lacking explicit priors and mechanistically 
motivated requirements induced by logical 
constraints over nodes that in the framework are 
strictly binary.  Compared to the best published 
results, our target belief satisfaction methods are 
competitive in result quality and processing time on 
much larger problems.   

1. INTRODUCTION

The variety of soft or virtual evidence finding on a Bayesian 
network (BN) node in which a specified probability 
distribution must be maintained during BN inference—called 
a fixed probability finding by (Ben Mrad, 2015) and called a 
target belief here—has received limited attention.  Published 
results for inference algorithms respecting such findings have 
addressed small, artificial problems including at most 15 
nodes (Peng et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2008).   

Our work on one real application has required addressing 
dozens of such findings in a BN comprising hundreds of 
nodes.  In this context, target beliefs are motivated by 
modelers’ need to address authoritative sources exogenous to 
the model itself, where beliefs should hold for selected non-
BN root model nodes—i.e., nodes lacking explicit prior 

1 Including top-level node priors as a degenerate case. 

2 Our framework automatically computes CPTs (see section 2) to reflect a 

modeler’s specified strength with which a child node (counter-)indicates 

its parent node.  So, modifying CPTs is appropriate only when modifying 

these strengths is.  Likewise, the representation would not naturally 

probability distributions (that otherwise might be used to 
achieve target beliefs directly).   

For example, if a binary node Divorces appears deep in a 
person risk assessment network as an indicator of a top-level 
binary node Trustworthy, usually (without target beliefs or 
other node findings) the network’s computed belief in 
Divorces will depend on the network’s conditional 
probability tables (CPTs)1—not on a published statistic about 
the divorce rate in an intended subject population.  To make 
our model’s belief in Divorces agree with the exogenous 
statistic, a modeler can: 

1. Adjust CPTs throughout the model to agree with the
exogenous specification.

2. Invoke Jeffrey’s rule (Jeffrey, 1983) to compute a
likelihood finding on Divorces that achieves the
specified belief.

3. Specify a target belief for Divorces and rely on target
belief satisfaction machinery to achieve the target.

The first option is not entirely compatible with our modeling 
framework.2  The modeler’s manual effort under either of the 
first two options may be undermined as soon as s/he modifies 
the model again.3  The last option offloads the work of target 
belief satisfaction to an automated process—at the expense 
of executing that process, as often as necessary.  Execution 
time may be acceptable for a given use case if the model is 
small, if it is not modified often, or if model development is 
sufficiently simplified under this approach to enhance overall 
productivity.  As we intend our framework to be subject 
matter expert- (SME-)friendly, this option is attractive.  The 
more we can free a modeler to concentrate on higher-level 
decisions with greater domain impact, the more and better 
models s/he should be able to deliver.   

accommodate a conventional approach to machine learning of CPT 

entries. 

3 In principle, any of a large variety of modifications—including more 

invocations of this option to address additional exogenous 

probabilities—could affect computed belief in Divorces. 
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Target Beliefs for SME-oriented, Bayesian Network-based Modeling

Our work adapting the framework to realize probabilistic 
argument maps for intelligence analysis (Schrag et al., 2016a; 
2016b) has surfaced powerful representations (Logic 
constraints—see section 4) that can improve model clarity 
and correctness and that often require target beliefs. 

In the following sections, we outline the framework, our large 
person risk assessment model, and the view of framework 
models as probabilistic argument maps.  We explain how 
Logic constraints can improve arguments (models) and how 
target beliefs can support such constraints.  We briefly review 
existing competitive target belief processing methods, then 
describe our own method and results.  

2. SME-ORIENTED MODELING

FRAMEWORK

We developed the framework to facilitate creation of useful 
BNs by non-technical SMEs.  Faced with the challenge of 
operationalizing SMEs’ policy-guided reasoning about 
person trustworthiness in a comprehensive risk model 
(Schrag et al., 2014), we first developed a model encoding 
hundreds of policy statements.  The need for SMEs both to 
understand the model and to author its elements inspired us 
to develop and apply a technical approach using exclusively 
binary random variables (BN nodes) over the domain {true, 
false}.  This led us to an overall representation that happens 
to extend standard argument maps (CIA, 2006) with Bayesian 
probabilistic reasoning (Schrag et al., 2016a; 2016b).   

In the framework, every node (or argument map statement4) 
is a Hypothesis.  Some Hypotheses are Logic nodes whose 
CPTs are deterministic.  Connecting the nodes are links 
whose types are listed in Table 1.  Argument maps’ 
SupportedBy and RefutedBy links correspond to our 
IndicatedBy and CounterIndicatedBy links. 

Table 1: Framework link types (center column).  For the last 

two link types, the argument map-downstream statement 

(BN-downstream node) is a Logic node. 

Argument 
map-

downstream5 
statement 

IndicatedBy 

Argument 
map-

upstream 
statement(s) 

CounterIndicatedBy 

MitigatedBy 

RelevantIf 

OppositeOf 

ImpliedByConjunction 

ImpliedByDisjunction 

We encode strengths for non-Logic node-input links (first four 
rows of Table 1) using fixed odds ratios per Figure 1.   

Figure 1: Odds ratios for discrete link strengths.  Absolutely is intended as logical implication.  We do not otherwise commit 

SMEs to absolute certainty.   

4 Our binary BN nodes correspond to propositions bearing truth values.  In 

the argument map point of view, these propositions may be understood 

to be statements. 

5 Per argument map convention, “downstream” is left, “upstream” right in 

the left-flowing argument map of Figure 3.  Except for Logic nodes, this 

is opposite of links’ causal direction in BNs. 
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A framework process (Wright et al., 2015) converts 
specifications into corresponding BNs.  The conversion 
process recognizes a pattern of link types incident on a given 
node and constructs an appropriate CPT reflecting specified 
polarities and strengths.  The SME thus works in a graphical 
user interface (GUI) with an argument map representation (as 
if at a “dashboard”), and BN mechanics and minutiae all 
remain conveniently “under the hood.”   

The framework includes stock noisyOr and noisyAnd 
distributions (bearing a standard Leak parameter) for BN 
nodes with more than one parent.  While these have so far 
been sufficient in our modeling efforts, we also could fall 
back to fine distribution specification.  We have deliberately 
designed the framework to skirt standard CPT elicitation, 
which can tend to fatigue SMEs.  Consider an indicator of h 
different Hypotheses, so with h BN parents and 2h CPT rows. 
Suppose belief is discretized on a 7-point scale.6 Then 
standard, row-by-row elicitation requires 2h entries.  With 
noisyOr or noisyAnd, we need only h entries bearing a 
polarity and strength for each parent, plus a Leak value for the 
distribution.   

We are working to make modeling in the framework more 
accessible to SMEs, particularly via model editing 
capabilities in the GUI exhibited in Figure 3.  (Schrag et al., 
2016a) describes our framework encoding of an analyst’s 
argument, favorable comparison of resulting modeled 
probabilities to analyst-computed ones, and favorable 
comparison of CPTs generated by the framework vs. elicited 
directly from analysts. 

3. PERSON RISK MODEL WITH

EXOGENOUS BELIEF

REQUIREMENTS

Our person risk assessment application includes a core 
generic person BN accounting for interactions among beliefs 
about random variables representing different person 
attribute concepts like those in Figure 2.   

6 As (Karvetski et al., 2013) note, the inference quality of models developed 

this way usually rivals that of models developed with arbitrary-precision 

CPTs.  

Figure 2: Partial generic person attribute concept BN (top), 

with related event categories (bottom).  BN influences point 

(causally) from indicated concept hypothesis to indicating 

concept.  Stronger indications have thicker arrows.  A single 

negative indication has a red, double-lined arrow.   

The framework processes a given person’s event evidence to 
specialize this generic BN into a person-specific BN (Schrag 
et al., 2014). 

We have specified target beliefs for some two dozen nodes in 
the generic person network.  By processing the target beliefs 
in an event evidence-free context, we ensure that events have 
the effects intended, respecting both indication strengths and 
exogenous statistics.7   

4. INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS MODEL

MOTIVATING REQUIRMENTS FROM

LOGIC CONSTRAINTS

Figure 3 is a screenshot of a model addressing the CIA’s Iraq 
retaliation scenario (Heuer, 2013)8, where Iraq might respond 
to US forces’ bombing of its intelligence headquarters by 
conducting major, minor, or no terror attacks, given limited 
evidence about Saddam Hussein’s disposition and public 
statements, Iraq’s historical responses, and the status of Iraq’s 
national security apparatus.  This model emphasizes 
Saddam’s incentives to act.  By setting a hard finding of false 
on the incentive-collecting node SaddamWins, we can 
examine computed beliefs under Saddam’s worst-case 
scenario (and, by comparing this to his best-case scenario, 
determine that conducting major terror attacks is not his best 
move).  See (Schrag et al., 2016a) for details.  

7 Such a dividing line between generic model and evidence may not be so 

bright in a probabilistic argument map, where an intelligence analyst may 

enter both hypothesis and evidence nodes incrementally.   

8 See chapter 8, “Analysis of Competing Hypotheses.” 
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Figure 3: Statement nodes are connected by positive (solid grey line) and negative (dashed grey line) indication links of various 

strengths (per line thicknesses).  Argument flow (from evidence to outcomes) is from right to left—e.g., SaddamWins is 

strongly indicated by SaddamKeepsFace.  Outcome hypothesis nodes are circled in yellow.  SaddamWins (hard finding false) 

captures Saddam’s incentives to act or not.  Belief bars’ tick marks fall on a linear scale.  Colors are explained in (Schrag et 

al., 2016a), also (Schrag et al., 2016b). 

In developing the model in Figure 3, we identified some 
representation and reasoning shortcomings for which we are 
now implementing responsive capabilities (Schrag et al., 
2016b).  Relevant to our discussion here, TerrorAttacksFail 
(likewise TerrorAttacksSucceed) should be allowed to be true 
only when TerrorAttacks also is true.   

We are working towards Logic nodes supporting any 
propositional expression using unary, binary, or higher arity 
operators9.  When a Logic statement has a hard true finding10, 
we refer to it as a Logic constraint, otherwise as a 
summarizing Logic statement.  

We know that an attempted action can succeed or fail only if 
it occurs.  By explicitly modeling (as Hypotheses) both the 
potential action results and adding a Logic constraint11, we 
can force zero probability for every excluded truth value 
combination, improving the model.  See Figure 4.  The 
constraint node (left, in right model fragment) ensures that 
the model will believe in attack success/failure only when an 
attack actually occurs.  Setting the hard true finding on this 
node turns the summarizing Logic statement (left, in the left 
fragment) into the Logic constraint—but also distorts the 
model’s computed probabilities for the three Hypotheses. 
Presuming these probabilities have been deliberately 
engineered by the modeler, our framework must restore them. 
It does so by implementing (bottom fragment) a target belief 
(per the ConstraintTBC node) on one of the Hypotheses. 

Figure 4: Logic constraints can help ensure sound reasoning. 

9 See, e.g., https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truth_table. 

10 A likelihood finding could be used to implement a soft constraint. 

11 This constraint can be rendered (abbreviating statement names) as (or (and 
occur (xor succeed fail)) (and (not Occurs) (nor Succeeds Fails))) or more 

compactly via an if-then-else logic function (notated ite) as (ite Occurs 
(xor Succeeds Fails) (nor Succeeds Fails))—if an attack occurs, it either 

succeeds or fails, else it neither succeeds nor fails.   
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We implement a target belief either (depending on 
purpose) using a BN node like ConstraintTBC or 
(equivalently) via a likelihood finding on the subject BN 
node.  The GUI does not ordinarily expose an auxiliary 
node like ConstraintTBC to a SME/analyst-class user.  

This example is for illustration.  We can implement this 
particular BN pattern without target beliefs.  We also could 
implement absolute-strength IndicatedBy links as simple 
implication Logic constraints.  However, this would not 
naturally accommodate one of these links’ key 
properties—the ability to specify degree of belief in the 
link’s upstream node when the downstream node is true—
relevant because we can infer nothing about P given P  
Q and knowing Q to be true. It also demands two target 
belief specs that tend to compete.  We are working to 
identify more Logic constraint patterns that can be 
implemented without target beliefs and to generalize 
specification of belief degree for any underdetermined 
entries in a summarizing Logic statement’s CPT.  

5. TARGET BELIEF PROCESSING

Ben Mrad et al. (2015) survey BN inference methods 
addressing fixed probability findings—our target beliefs. 
The most recent published results (Peng et al., 2010) 
address problems with no more than 15 nodes (all binary). 
Apparently, earlier approaches materialized full joint 
distributions—these authors anecdotally reported late-
breaking results using a BN representation, with 
dramatically improved efficiency.  Mrad et al. report 
related capabilities in the commercial BN tools Netica and 
BayesiaLab.  Netica’s “calibration” findings are concerned 
with comparing predictions to real data and could help 
identify where target beliefs were needed, however would 
do nothing to satisfy them.  We have not experimented with 
BayesiaLab.  While our performance results may similarly 
be construed as anecdotal—we have not systematically 
explored a relevant problem space—we have addressed a 
much larger problem.  Our person risk assessment BN 
includes over 600 nodes and 26 target beliefs.   

The basic scheme of our target belief processing approach 
is to interleave applications of Jeffrey’s rule12 with 
standard BN inference.  Intuitively, each iteration—or 
“fitting step” (Zhang, 2008)—measures the difference 
between affected nodes’ currently computed beliefs and 
specified target beliefs, makes changes to bring one or 
more nodes closer to target, and propagates these changes 
in BN inference.  We continue iterating until a statistic over 
computed-vs.-target belief differences meets a desired 
criterion, or until reaching a limit on iterations, in which 
case we report failure.  Just as for hard findings and 

12 See (Jeffrey, 1983), as mentioned in section 1. 

13 See section 5.2. 

likelihood findings, not all sets of target beliefs can be 
achieved simultaneously.  In our intended incremental 
model development concept of operations (CONOPS), the 
framework’s report that a latest-asserted target belief 
induces unsatisfiability should be taken as a signal that a 
modeling issue requires attention—much as would the 
similar report about a latest-asserted CPT.   

We have implemented the following refinements to this 
basic scheme, improving performance.   

1. Measure beliefs on a (modified) log odds scale.
2. Conservatively13 apply Jeffrey’s rule to all affected

nodes in early iterations/fitting steps, then in late steps
select for adjustment just the node with greatest
difference between computed and target beliefs.

3. Save the work from previous target belief processing
for a given model (e.g., under edit) to support fast
incremental operation.

5.1 MODIFIED LOG ODDS BELIEF 

MEASUREMENT 

Calculating the differences between beliefs measured on a 
scale in the log odds family, vs. on a linear scale, better 
reflects differences’ actual impacts.  We use the function 
depicted in Figure 5—a variation on log odds in which each 
factor of 2 less than even odds (valued at 0) loses one unit 
of distance that we refer to as a bit.  So, for belief = 0.125 
we calculate –2 bits.   

Figure 5: Belief transformation function (modified log 

odds) used in calculating computed-vs.-target belief 

differences 

We express differences between beliefs in terms of such 
bits.  So, difference(0.999, 0.87) = 7.02 bits and 
difference(0.87, 0.76) = 0.90 bits, whereas both pairs of 
untransformed beliefs (that is, (0.999, 0.87) and (0.87, 
0.76)) have the same ratio, 1.14.14  The transformation 

14 This difference metric is more conservative than the Kullback-Leibler 

distance or cross-entropy metric used in (Peng et al., 2010)’s I-

divergence calculation.  The absolute value of this function also has 

the advantage of being symmetric. 

 

seems to inhibit oscillations among competing target 
beliefs.   

5.2 MULTIPLE ADJUSTING IN ONE FITTING 

STEP 

Moving all affected nodes all the way to their target beliefs 
in one fitting step is too aggressive in this model.  We can 
get closer to a solution by adjusting more conservatively.  
We found that applying Jeffrey’s rule to take affected 
variables {½ , 1/3, ¼, ...} of the way toward their target 
beliefs in successive fitting steps worked better than 
scaling calculated differences by any fixed proportion.  
This trick seems to be advantageous just for the first two or 
three fitting steps, after which single-node adjustments 
become more effective. 

Incorporating both this refinement and the preceding one 
and running with a maximum belief difference of 0.275 bits 
for any node (yielding adequate model fidelity for our 
application), we complete target belief processing in 19 
seconds (running inside a Linux virtual machine on a 2012-
vintage Dell Precision M4800 Windows laptop).15  That’s 
not necessarily GUI-fast, but this is a larger model than 
many of our SME users may ever develop.  Fitting steps 
took a little less than one second on average, with each 
step’s processing dominated by the single call to BN 
inference. 

These results remain practically anecdotal, as we have so 
far developed in our framework only this one large model 
including many target beliefs.  Experience with different 
models may lead to more generally useful values for run-
time parameters. 

5.3 INCREMENTAL OPERATION 

Under incremental operation, we execute only single-node 
fitting steps, as individual model edits usually have limited 
effect on overall target belief satisfaction.  So far, we have 
experimented with incremental operation only for our 
person risk model.   

Over two runs (with target beliefs processed in original 
input order vs. reversed): 

• Average processing times per affected node were 2.1 

and 2.3 seconds, respectively.  Individual target 

beliefs processed in about 1.1 seconds or less about 

half the time.  Figure 6 plots processing times for the 

first run, by affected node number, including a 4-

node moving average. 

• The least number of fitting steps was 0, the greatest 

17 (taking from 0 to 8.7 seconds).   

• Total run times were 54 and 59 seconds, respectively.  

So, batch (vs. incremental) processing can be 

advantageous, depending on CONOPS and use case. 

  
15 We found that tightening tolerance by a factor of 6.6 increased run time 

by a factor of 3.0. 

 

Figure 6: Run-time by affected node increment, with 4-

node moving average window 

6. CONCLUSION 

Target beliefs have an important place in our SME-oriented 
modeling framework, where their processing is supported 
effectively by our methods described here.  We might 
reduce or eliminate requirements for exogenous target 
beliefs by pushing SMEs towards arbitrary-precision link 
strengths (see Schrag et al. 2016b), but we are counting on 
target belief machinery to implement Logic constraints that 
make the SMEs’ accessible modeling representation more 
expressive and versatile—ultimately more powerful.  We 
expect target belief processing to be well within GUI 
response times for small models, including, per (Burns, 
2015), the vast majority of intelligence analysis problems 
amenable to our argument mapping approach.  We 
anticipate further work, especially to develop theory and 
practice for efficient implementation of different Logic 
constraint patterns. 
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seems to inhibit oscillations among competing target 
beliefs.   

5.2 MULTIPLE ADJUSTING IN ONE FITTING 

STEP 

Moving all affected nodes all the way to their target beliefs 
in one fitting step is too aggressive in this model.  We can 
get closer to a solution by adjusting more conservatively.  
We found that applying Jeffrey’s rule to take affected 
variables {½ , 1/3, ¼, ...} of the way toward their target 
beliefs in successive fitting steps worked better than 
scaling calculated differences by any fixed proportion.  
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inference. 
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models may lead to more generally useful values for run-
time parameters. 
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fitting steps, as individual model edits usually have limited 
effect on overall target belief satisfaction.  So far, we have 
experimented with incremental operation only for our 
person risk model.   

Over two runs (with target beliefs processed in original 
input order vs. reversed): 

• Average processing times per affected node were 2.1 

and 2.3 seconds, respectively.  Individual target 

beliefs processed in about 1.1 seconds or less about 

half the time.  Figure 6 plots processing times for the 

first run, by affected node number, including a 4-

node moving average. 

• The least number of fitting steps was 0, the greatest 

17 (taking from 0 to 8.7 seconds).   

• Total run times were 54 and 59 seconds, respectively.  

So, batch (vs. incremental) processing can be 

advantageous, depending on CONOPS and use case. 

  
15 We found that tightening tolerance by a factor of 6.6 increased run time 

by a factor of 3.0. 
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expect target belief processing to be well within GUI 
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Abstract 

We encode qualitative knowledge for a class of 
probabilistic reasoning problems as a network of 
related hypotheses and indicators. One specific 
application domain concerns reasoning about risk 
or threat in order to raise an alert or warning.  The 
network’s nodes are propositions, either 
deterministic summary propositions or indicator-
hypothesis propositions.  Edges connecting these 
nodes are influences bearing positive or negative 
polarity and greater or lesser strength.  Given such 
a qualitative specification, we automatically 
construct a Bayesian network including 
quantitative conditional probability tables.  We 
initially developed this methodology and software 
tools to capture qualitative probabilistic 
knowledge implicit in the official policy 
documents associated with a specific domain and 
have since generalized it to allow subject matter 
experts or domain analysts to readily address 
other similar domains.  We describe our 
qualitative representation and the steps we take to 
automatically construct a corresponding 
quantitative Bayesian network from it.   

1. INTRODUCTION

Bayesian Networks (BN) are recognized as a powerful way 
to represents and reason about a wide variety of complex 
problem domains (Jensen, 2001; Wiegerinck, et al., 2009). 
One application is in reasoning about risk or threat in order 
to raise an alert or warning. Typically, the risk or threat 
cannot be directly observed but may be inferred from 
observable indicators.  This type of problem is closely 
related to the class of military intelligence problems 
referred to as indications and warning (I&W) problems 
(Grabo, 2002).  We refer to such domains as indicator-
hypothesis (or I-H) domains and to the BN models we use 

to reason about them as indicator-hypothesis (or I-H) 
models. 

A challenge that inhibits wider use of BNs in real problems 
is the acquisition of domain knowledge and the availability 
of BN modeling expertise needed to encode that 
knowledge in BN models.  The domain knowledge may 
exist in subject domain documents or experts, or, if suitable 
data is available, it may be learned statistically. 

Some previous work to overcome the knowledge 
engineering bottleneck has focused on elicitation of 
knowledge from experts, learning from data, and 
compositional representations of BN models (Mahoney, 
and Wright, 2002). Others have explored the use of 
canonical models, to reduce the numbers of parameters that 
need to be defined (Diez, and Druzdzel, 2001; Maaskant, 
and Druzdzel, 2008), or have developed ways to exploit 
qualitative information to define parameters (Daniel, et al., 
2007). Our work is similar in that we use qualitative 
knowledge to define parameters for canonical models, but 
we go further in adding capabilities to reason about 
mitigation and relevance of evidence, and in providing 
automated tools that not only define the parameters of the 
CPTs but build the entire BN from a qualitative 
representation of the model. 

We have, for a number of I-H problem domains,  developed 
I-H models that employ binary random variables and a few
repeating patterns in the BN. The present work has been to
build a large-scale risk assessment I-H model for a
complex problem domain.  But the methodology and tools
that were developed have application to risk models in
other domains.

1.1 MOTIVATING PROBLEM 

We built a BN risk model suitable for continuously 
evaluating a set of defined risks against a large number 
(100’s of thousands) of cases updated by streaming data 
sources.  The specific problem domain is sensitive, and we 
omit most details here.  The risk assessment criteria are 
expressed in documents intended for humans who perform 
the task in a risk assessment enterprise.  The source 
documents list dozens of risk factors and hundreds of 
considerations that would indicate or counter-indicate the 
factors, along with types of evidence that would inform 
these considerations.  Often, additional considerations that 
would render prima facie indicators relevant or irrelevant 

(i.e., that would sensitize or mitigate the indicators) are also 
expressed.  In the extant enterprise, human analysts 
assemble data, associate data with consideration, and 
assess risks.  While the enterprise already is supported by 
various kinds of automation, humans must still interact 
with every case, having at best limited insight into which 
cases may be most important. Our BN model is designed 
to associate structured evidence with indicators in an 
automated assessment of the risk posed by each case, so 
that human analysts can better prioritize their manual 
examination of cases, before making more comprehensive 
risk assessments based on both structured and unstructured 
data. 

The domain documents are relatively complete but contain 
no quantitative probabilistic knowledge.  We had limited 
access to subject matter experts and no access to data that 
would support statistical learning. We were also under a 
very short time constraint. 

Therefore, we developed a methodology to structure the 
documents’ qualitative information and then to 
automatically generate a BN from the qualitative 
knowledge. 

We have since generalized the methodology to allow 
domain experts or information analysts to readily address 
other similar domains. 

2. INITIAL CAPABILITES

Our initial capability is based on a set of patterns that 
appear often in indicator-hypothesis (I-H) models. 

 Hypotheses are top-level concepts regarding which our 
model’s ultimate purpose is to determine the probability of 
truth or falsity.  They are binary random variables whose 
two states are ‘true’ and ‘false’.  For many I-H models, 
there is a high level concept that, if true, would present a 
significant risk. These high level concepts become the 
hypotheses that are the initial nodes in the Bayesian 
Network model of the problem.  Usually, the associated 
concepts are not able to be directly observed, so that we 
instead need to reason about them indirectly, through 
indicating hypotheses.   

In our BN models, indicators are child nodes of the 
hypotheses they indicate. These indicators are hypotheses, 
which, if true, will indicate that the parent hypothesis is 
true (or false).  Another way to think of indicators is that 
they are evidence for (or against) another hypothesis. 
Thinking in the other direction one can alternatively think 
of indicators as things that are caused by the parent 
hypothesis.  Note that different indicators may be evidence 
for more than one parent hypothesis.  They may be positive 
indicators or may be negative indicators.  Negative 
indicators, if true, are evidence that the parent hypothesis 
is false. Different indicators may have different strengths 
of indication, or strength of evidence.  Indicators are also 

hypotheses, so they may have other indicators that present 
evidence for or against them.  A complex problem may 
require multiple levels of indicators. 

In some cases when an indicator hypothesis is evidence for 
another hypothesis, the indication should not apply if there 
is information in mitigation.  So we introduce mitigation as 
another type of hypothesis.  Mitigation nodes are also 
binary random variables (true | false).  If a mitigator is true, 
then the indicator should have no effect on the parent 
hypothesis.  A related case is relevance: sometimes an 
indicator should not affect a parent hypothesis unless there 
is additional information that makes the indicator relevant. 
A relevance node is another binary (true | false) node that, 
if false, means that the indication should have no effect on 
the parent hypothesis.  Both mitigation and relevance 
nodes are themselves hypotheses, so they can have 
indicators that provide evidence for or against them. 

A summary hypothesis combines multiple hypotheses 
using a deterministic logical operation.  Often the ultimate 
risk that a model is concerned with is only realized if 
multiple supporting hypotheses are true.  In other cases the 
risk may be realized if one of more of some set of 
hypothesis is true. So we support ‘and’ summaries (true 
only if all of the parents are true) and ‘or’ summaries (true 
if one of more of the parents are true) 

Figure 1 shows a simple BN graph (as represented in 
Netica) as an example of how these different types of nodes 

can be connected. 

To define the BN, we need more than just the graph, we 
also need the parameters of the local probability tables for 
each node.  In our application we use qualitative statements 
to define the strength and polarity of indications, and then 
use default values and algorithms to construct numerical 
probability tables from the qualitative knowledge. 

Figure 1.  Some patterns used to build complex 

models.
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(i.e., that would sensitize or mitigate the indicators) are also 
expressed.  In the extant enterprise, human analysts 
assemble data, associate data with consideration, and 
assess risks.  While the enterprise already is supported by 
various kinds of automation, humans must still interact 
with every case, having at best limited insight into which 
cases may be most important. Our BN model is designed 
to associate structured evidence with indicators in an 
automated assessment of the risk posed by each case, so 
that human analysts can better prioritize their manual 
examination of cases, before making more comprehensive 
risk assessments based on both structured and unstructured 
data. 

The domain documents are relatively complete but contain 
no quantitative probabilistic knowledge.  We had limited 
access to subject matter experts and no access to data that 
would support statistical learning. We were also under a 
very short time constraint. 

Therefore, we developed a methodology to structure the 
documents’ qualitative information and then to 
automatically generate a BN from the qualitative 
knowledge. 

We have since generalized the methodology to allow 
domain experts or information analysts to readily address 
other similar domains. 

2. INITIAL CAPABILITES

Our initial capability is based on a set of patterns that 
appear often in indicator-hypothesis (I-H) models. 

 Hypotheses are top-level concepts regarding which our 
model’s ultimate purpose is to determine the probability of 
truth or falsity.  They are binary random variables whose 
two states are ‘true’ and ‘false’.  For many I-H models, 
there is a high level concept that, if true, would present a 
significant risk. These high level concepts become the 
hypotheses that are the initial nodes in the Bayesian 
Network model of the problem.  Usually, the associated 
concepts are not able to be directly observed, so that we 
instead need to reason about them indirectly, through 
indicating hypotheses.   

In our BN models, indicators are child nodes of the 
hypotheses they indicate. These indicators are hypotheses, 
which, if true, will indicate that the parent hypothesis is 
true (or false).  Another way to think of indicators is that 
they are evidence for (or against) another hypothesis. 
Thinking in the other direction one can alternatively think 
of indicators as things that are caused by the parent 
hypothesis.  Note that different indicators may be evidence 
for more than one parent hypothesis.  They may be positive 
indicators or may be negative indicators.  Negative 
indicators, if true, are evidence that the parent hypothesis 
is false. Different indicators may have different strengths 
of indication, or strength of evidence.  Indicators are also 

hypotheses, so they may have other indicators that present 
evidence for or against them.  A complex problem may 
require multiple levels of indicators. 

In some cases when an indicator hypothesis is evidence for 
another hypothesis, the indication should not apply if there 
is information in mitigation.  So we introduce mitigation as 
another type of hypothesis.  Mitigation nodes are also 
binary random variables (true | false).  If a mitigator is true, 
then the indicator should have no effect on the parent 
hypothesis.  A related case is relevance: sometimes an 
indicator should not affect a parent hypothesis unless there 
is additional information that makes the indicator relevant. 
A relevance node is another binary (true | false) node that, 
if false, means that the indication should have no effect on 
the parent hypothesis.  Both mitigation and relevance 
nodes are themselves hypotheses, so they can have 
indicators that provide evidence for or against them. 

A summary hypothesis combines multiple hypotheses 
using a deterministic logical operation.  Often the ultimate 
risk that a model is concerned with is only realized if 
multiple supporting hypotheses are true.  In other cases the 
risk may be realized if one of more of some set of 
hypothesis is true. So we support ‘and’ summaries (true 
only if all of the parents are true) and ‘or’ summaries (true 
if one of more of the parents are true) 

Figure 1 shows a simple BN graph (as represented in 
Netica) as an example of how these different types of nodes 

can be connected. 

To define the BN, we need more than just the graph, we 
also need the parameters of the local probability tables for 
each node.  In our application we use qualitative statements 
to define the strength and polarity of indications, and then 
use default values and algorithms to construct numerical 
probability tables from the qualitative knowledge. 

Figure 1.  Some patterns used to build complex 

models.
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2.1.1 Qualitative Knowledge to define parameters 

For top-level hypotheses, one parameter is necessary: we 
define a default prior for P(hypothesis is true) and allow 
the modeler to override the default for each hypothesis.   

For indicators, we map a qualitatively specified strength 
selected from a small set to a likelihood ratio, then 
construct a conditional probability table (CPT) for the 
indicator from the ratio.  For negative indicators (when the 
indicator is true, it is evidence against the parent 
hypothesis), we invert the likelihood ratio.  The likelihood 
ratios we use for the different qualitative strengths are:  

• Strong: 8:1
• Medium: 4:1
• Weak: 2:1
• Absolute: 3:0 = ∞.

Building the CPT requires one more value so that specific 
numbers for the CPT can be defined.  We use a default 
value of 0.1 as the base of the ratio.  The infinite ratio 
required by the absolute strength is achieved by using the 
value 0.0 as the P(true | parent is false), unless it is a 
negative absolute, in which case P(true | parent is true) = 
0.0.  For absolute indicators, we also use a default value for 
P(true | parent is true) of 0.3. 

The simple ratio only works when an indicator has just one 
parent hypothesis.  When there are more parents than one, 
we provide a choice of conditional distribution functions, 
to define the full CPT of an indicator.   Choice of the 
distribution function depends on the domain knowledge of 
the effect of an indicator.  When an indicator indicates that 
one or more of the parents is true, then a noisy-or 
distribution is appropriate.  When an indication is evidence 
that all of the parents are true then a noisy-and distribution 
is appropriate.  When we use these functions, we use the 
value from the likelihood ratio (scaled to a specified leak, 
the default leak = 0.1) as the strength parameter in the 
equation to calculate the node’s CPT.   

For example, if an event is an indicator of three possible 
hypotheses, with a qualitative representation of its 
influences: 

A strong positive indicator of Hypothesis1 

A medium negative indicator of Hypothesis2 

An absolute positive indicator of Hypothesis3 

The noisy or function (Norsys, 2008) is... 

...where E is the child node, C is the set of parent nodes, 
true(C) is the set of parents whose state is ‘true’ for the CPT 
element being calculated, and pi is the causal strength and 
p0 is the leak. 

Because one of the indications is a negative indication, for 
that parent we swap the state of the parent for the purpose 
of the calculation.  That is, Hypothesis2 is ‘true’ for the 
purpose of the calculation when the state is actually false. 

Then we use the strength numbers from likelihood ratios 
from the qualitative statements and the default leak to 
define the rest of the parameters: p0 = .1, p1= .8 (strong), 
p2 = .4 (medium), p3 = .3 (absolute). 

There is one more step, because one of the indications—to 
Hypothesis3—is absolute.  For those rows of the CPT, 
where Hypothesis3 is false, we set P(event is true) to 0.0. 

The resulting CPT is: 

Figure 2.  The CPT for the qualitative knowledge defined 

above.  

Figure 3 below illustrates the effect of the indicator on the 
three hypotheses. 

In addition to the noisy-and and noisy-or models, we have 
implemented an additional distribution function that is 
similar to noisy-and, but while still noisy, has a stronger 
influence that pushes all parents towards true when an 
indicator is true. This distribution function we call 
‘strictish-and.’ 

Figure 3.  The effect of an indicator with three 

parents.  Colored arrows indicate the directions and 

suggest the magnitudes of belief change upon 

evidence entry.  
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When an indicator has a mitigation or relevance node (or 
both), there is (or are) one (or two) additional parent(s), and 
so there are additional rows in the CPT.  For these rows, if 
the mitigation node is true, or if the relevance node is false 
(or both), then the indicator provides no information about 
the parents, and so the CPT row is set to [0.5, 0.5].  The 
values in these rows are modified later per section 3.2 
below. 

In early versions of our system, the user chose a default 
distribution function for the entire model.  We now allow 
the distribution function to be specified for each indicator. 

The CPT for a summary node is deterministic and is easily 
constructed 

2.2 APPLYING EVIDENCE 

Once a network is constructed, evidence is applied by 
setting any of the nodes, based on observed evidence. 
However, often it is not appropriate to directly set one of 
the existing indicators, but instead to construct additional 
evidence nodes to represent specific observed events.  The 
evidence nodes are themselves indicators, and so are 
specified and constructed by the same process as described 
above. 

We have made one extension for evidence nodes to allow 
representing evidence from past events.  If the purpose of 
the model is to reason about some current risk, based on 
evidence events that have occurred, then more recent 
events are usually more informative than less recent ones. 
For these time-dependent evidence nodes we use a node 
that represents the temporal relevance of the event (Schrag, 
et. al., 2014).  The temporal relevance is calculated from 
the time that has elapsed since the event occurred and an 
event type-specific half-life for the event.  

2.3 INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTING 

MODEL 

When a risk model has been built from qualitative 
knowledge using a small set of BN patterns, we should not 
initially expect the probabilities generated by the BN have 
high fidelity compared to a BN that had been crafted by 
hand by collaborating BN and subject matter experts in a 
more comprehensive knowledge engineering process (if 
that were feasible).   

When realistic probabilities are needed, the model 
generated from qualitative knowledge can be useful as a 
starting point for a more sophisticated model. One 
approach is to iterate on the structure and parameters of the 
model to achieve a model that more closely corresponds 
with existing domain knowledge.  Within the constraints of 
our I-H modeling capability, it is possible to vary model 
structure, link strength and polarity, hypothesis priors and 
leaks, and choice of indicator distribution functions, in 
order to refine the model. Or a seasoned Bayesian modeler, 
informed by knowledge from a domain expert or from 
learning, could make appropriate adjustments to model 

structure or to the CPTs of appropriate nodes using the 
automatically constructed model as the starting point. 

However even the initial qualitative model can still be 
useful in that, when evidence is applied, its impact 
propagates through the model to change the probabilities in 
directions and in magnitudes expected based on the 
evidence and knowledge specified in the model.  The 
model can be useful to assess, based on current evidence, 
if a calculated risk increases or decreases with respect to 
some baseline.  When the examples are presented in section 
6 below, we will revisit the interpretation of models built 
using our methodology. 
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When an indicator has a mitigation or relevance node (or 
both), there is (or are) one (or two) additional parent(s), and 
so there are additional rows in the CPT.  For these rows, if 
the mitigation node is true, or if the relevance node is false 
(or both), then the indicator provides no information about 
the parents, and so the CPT row is set to [0.5, 0.5].  The 
values in these rows are modified later per section 3.2 
below. 

In early versions of our system, the user chose a default 
distribution function for the entire model.  We now allow 
the distribution function to be specified for each indicator. 

The CPT for a summary node is deterministic and is easily 
constructed 

2.2 APPLYING EVIDENCE 

Once a network is constructed, evidence is applied by 
setting any of the nodes, based on observed evidence. 
However, often it is not appropriate to directly set one of 
the existing indicators, but instead to construct additional 
evidence nodes to represent specific observed events.  The 
evidence nodes are themselves indicators, and so are 
specified and constructed by the same process as described 
above. 

We have made one extension for evidence nodes to allow 
representing evidence from past events.  If the purpose of 
the model is to reason about some current risk, based on 
evidence events that have occurred, then more recent 
events are usually more informative than less recent ones. 
For these time-dependent evidence nodes we use a node 
that represents the temporal relevance of the event (Schrag, 
et. al., 2014).  The temporal relevance is calculated from 
the time that has elapsed since the event occurred and an 
event type-specific half-life for the event.  

2.3 INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTING 

MODEL 

When a risk model has been built from qualitative 
knowledge using a small set of BN patterns, we should not 
initially expect the probabilities generated by the BN have 
high fidelity compared to a BN that had been crafted by 
hand by collaborating BN and subject matter experts in a 
more comprehensive knowledge engineering process (if 
that were feasible).   

When realistic probabilities are needed, the model 
generated from qualitative knowledge can be useful as a 
starting point for a more sophisticated model. One 
approach is to iterate on the structure and parameters of the 
model to achieve a model that more closely corresponds 
with existing domain knowledge.  Within the constraints of 
our I-H modeling capability, it is possible to vary model 
structure, link strength and polarity, hypothesis priors and 
leaks, and choice of indicator distribution functions, in 
order to refine the model. Or a seasoned Bayesian modeler, 
informed by knowledge from a domain expert or from 
learning, could make appropriate adjustments to model 

structure or to the CPTs of appropriate nodes using the 
automatically constructed model as the starting point. 

However even the initial qualitative model can still be 
useful in that, when evidence is applied, its impact 
propagates through the model to change the probabilities in 
directions and in magnitudes expected based on the 
evidence and knowledge specified in the model.  The 
model can be useful to assess, based on current evidence, 
if a calculated risk increases or decreases with respect to 
some baseline.  When the examples are presented in section 
6 below, we will revisit the interpretation of models built 
using our methodology. 
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3. COMPLICATIONS

The above process allows automatic construction of a BN 
from qualitative knowledge, but some refinements are 
necessary to make the resulting BN more useful.   

3.1 DEFAULT VALUES 

The default values used for priors on hypotheses, the leak 
used for noisy or distributions, and the priors on mitigation 
and relevance nodes work well in many cases.  In some 
cases, it is appropriate to override the defaults with 
domain-specific values. We provide simple mechanisms 
for a user to define new values to override specific defaults. 

3.2 MITIGATION AND RELEVANCE. 

Figure 4 illustrates a common situation with relevance and 
mitigation. At a) there is a hypothesis and an absolute 
indicator which has a mitigation node.  Another indicator 
provides evidence against mitigation, so the current 
probability that mitigation is true is fairly low.  Therefore, 
naively, we expect that when the state of the ‘Indicator with 
Mitigation’ is set to true, the probability that the hypothesis 
is true will rise dramatically.  Figure 4, b) illustrates what 
happens.  Because the prior probability that the hypothesis 
is true is also very low, belief updating in the BN results in 
most of the change occurring in the mitigation node.   

If this BN had been constructed ‘by hand’ by a Bayesian 
modeler, where all of the CPT parameters were based on 
expert judgement or statistical evidence, then this may be 
the behavior desired.   However, as discussed in section 2.3 
above, when the BN is automatically constructed from 
qualitative knowledge, resulting probabilities may not be 
true.  In this case the CPT is not complete, because we want 
the behavior of the BN, at the pattern level, to reflect 
intuition.  That is, in this situation, we want the evidence 
applied to the ‘Indicator with Mitigation’ to be propagated 
to the Hypothesis and not to the mitigation node.   A similar 
situation (not shown) occurs with relevance nodes. 

We can modify the CPT in the Indicator node to ensure that 
setting evidence does not affect mitigation, by modifying 
the rows where mitigation is true.  Determining the correct 
probability distribution is accomplished by symbolically 
propagating the evidence from the indicator to the 
Hypothesis and to the Mitigation nodes  and then solving 
for the values that keep the P(Mitigation = true) the same.  

For example, given the CPT for the Indicator with 
Mitigation Node: 

Table 1. The CPT for an indicator with mitigation. 

With P(Hypothesis = true) = x, then the value of p that 
satisfies the condition is: 

p = a*x - b*x + b 

Note that the value of p does not depend on the prior belief 
of Mitigation.   

When the CPT of the indicator with mitigation is modified 

in this way, setting the state of the ‘Indicator with 
Mitigation’ node will propagate to the hypothesis and not 
to the ‘Mitigation’ node.  This is illustrated in Figure 4 c). 
However, this is only true when no other evidence is 
applied in the BN.  When there is other evidence, either for 
or against the Mitigation, or somewhere else that is 
connected to the Hypothesis, then propagation in the BN 
will cause a change in the belief of mitigation.  In this case, 

Mitigation Hypothesis P(true) P(false) 

true true p 1 - p 

true false p 1 - p 

false true a 1 - a 

false false b 1 - b 

Figure 4.  An indicator with mitigation: a) Evidence 

has been applied against Mitigation, b) When the 

indicator is set to true, most of the effect goes to 

mitigation, c) with an updated CPT, the mitigation is 

not changed when the indicator is set to true. 
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with accumulating multiple evidence, that is the desired 
behavior. 

The above equation only applies when there is one parent 
hypothesis for the indicator.  The equations for the cases 
with two or more parent hypotheses can be derived in the 
same way, by analytically propagating the evidence and 
then solving for the values of p that result in no change in 
the belief in Mitigation. 

We make similar adjustments to the CPTs for relevance 
nodes, so that the initial application of evidence to an 
indicator with relevance results in no change in the prior 
current belief in relevance.  In fact, the resulting equations 
are the same for mitigation and for relevance. 

3.3 HYPOTHESIS WITH MITIGATION (OR 

RELEVANCE) AS A PARENT OF A 

SUMMARY NODE 

Another challenge occurs when a hypotheses (including an 
indicator) has a mitigation (or a relevance node) and has 
been specified as a parent to a summary node.  

Figure 5 a) illustrates the situation.  There is an ‘Indicator 
with Mitigation’ node for which strong evidence has been 
set.  There is also strong evidence set for Mitigation. 
Because there is high belief in mitigation, the high belief in 
the indicator has little effect on the Hypothesis.  So far, this 
is the behavior expected.  But the indicator has also been 
specified as the parent of a summary.  The problem is that 

the effect of the mitigation is not propagated to the children 
of the indicator, only to its parents. 

The solution is shown in Figure 5, b).  An artificial node 
has been automatically constructed as a parent of the 
original indicator ‘HypCopyOfIndicatorwMit’.  The CPT 
of the original indicator node is modified so that there is a 
deterministic relationship between this node and its copy, 
when Mitigation is false.  When mitigation is true, the 
indicator has no effect on its ‘copy’.  The CPT of the 
HypCopy node is defined by the original strength and 
polarity of the indicator, and the HypCopy node, which 
does include the effect of mitigation, is set as the parent of 
the Summary node.  Hypotheses with relevance nodes have 
the same potential problem, which is solved in the same 
way.  Our automated BN construction software checks for 
this, and, when necessary, generates the needed HypCopy 
node and adjusts CPTs and arcs. 

3.4 TARGET BELIEF CONSTRAINTS 

Another issue can arise in large models, when there are 
multiple levels of indicators to indicators.  In some cases, 
prior probabilities of some hypotheses become very small. 
Small priors for some events may be appropriate, but 
sometimes these priors diverge greatly from existing 
domain knowledge.  There are two ways to address this 
issue.  The preferred approach is to iterate on the structure 
and parameters of the model to achieve a model that more 
closely corresponds with existing domain knowledge. 

Figure 5.  An indicator with mitigation is also the parent to a summary: a) the effect of the mitigation is not seen in 

the summary node.  b) Automatic introduction of a Hypothesis Copy node allows the effect of the mitigation to be 

seen in the summary node. 
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with accumulating multiple evidence, that is the desired 
behavior. 

The above equation only applies when there is one parent 
hypothesis for the indicator.  The equations for the cases 
with two or more parent hypotheses can be derived in the 
same way, by analytically propagating the evidence and 
then solving for the values of p that result in no change in 
the belief in Mitigation. 

We make similar adjustments to the CPTs for relevance 
nodes, so that the initial application of evidence to an 
indicator with relevance results in no change in the prior 
current belief in relevance.  In fact, the resulting equations 
are the same for mitigation and for relevance. 

3.3 HYPOTHESIS WITH MITIGATION (OR 

RELEVANCE) AS A PARENT OF A 

SUMMARY NODE 

Another challenge occurs when a hypotheses (including an 
indicator) has a mitigation (or a relevance node) and has 
been specified as a parent to a summary node.  

Figure 5 a) illustrates the situation.  There is an ‘Indicator 
with Mitigation’ node for which strong evidence has been 
set.  There is also strong evidence set for Mitigation. 
Because there is high belief in mitigation, the high belief in 
the indicator has little effect on the Hypothesis.  So far, this 
is the behavior expected.  But the indicator has also been 
specified as the parent of a summary.  The problem is that 

the effect of the mitigation is not propagated to the children 
of the indicator, only to its parents. 

The solution is shown in Figure 5, b).  An artificial node 
has been automatically constructed as a parent of the 
original indicator ‘HypCopyOfIndicatorwMit’.  The CPT 
of the original indicator node is modified so that there is a 
deterministic relationship between this node and its copy, 
when Mitigation is false.  When mitigation is true, the 
indicator has no effect on its ‘copy’.  The CPT of the 
HypCopy node is defined by the original strength and 
polarity of the indicator, and the HypCopy node, which 
does include the effect of mitigation, is set as the parent of 
the Summary node.  Hypotheses with relevance nodes have 
the same potential problem, which is solved in the same 
way.  Our automated BN construction software checks for 
this, and, when necessary, generates the needed HypCopy 
node and adjusts CPTs and arcs. 

3.4 TARGET BELIEF CONSTRAINTS 

Another issue can arise in large models, when there are 
multiple levels of indicators to indicators.  In some cases, 
prior probabilities of some hypotheses become very small. 
Small priors for some events may be appropriate, but 
sometimes these priors diverge greatly from existing 
domain knowledge.  There are two ways to address this 
issue.  The preferred approach is to iterate on the structure 
and parameters of the model to achieve a model that more 
closely corresponds with existing domain knowledge. 

Figure 5.  An indicator with mitigation is also the parent to a summary: a) the effect of the mitigation is not seen in 

the summary node.  b) Automatic introduction of a Hypothesis Copy node allows the effect of the mitigation to be 

seen in the summary node. 
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Within the constraints of our I-H modeling capability, it is 
possible to vary model structure, link strength and polarity, 
hypothesis priors and leaks, and choice of indicator 
distributions functions.  Or a seasoned Bayesian modeler, 
informed by knowledge from a domain expert or from 
learning, could make appropriate adjustments to the CPTs 
of appropriate nodes using the automatically constructed 
model as the starting point.  The other way to address this 
issue is with Target Beliefs, discussed below. 

In any case, small probabilities at a leaf node can be 
problematic.  If a node’s belief before the application of 
evidence is small, then even strong evidence, with an 8:1 
likelihood ratio, will increase the belief, but the absolute 
change in the belief may be too small to propagate through 
multiple levels of indications noticeably. 

We address this challenge by allowing the specification of 
target belief constraints to selected concepts.  In the BN, a 
target belief constraint is represented as an evidence node, 
with a CPT calculated so that when the target belief 
constraint node is set to true the constraint applies a 

likelihood to the target node to bring it to the desired target 
belief, in order that beliefs correspond to domain 
knowledge, or to make the probability in the leaf node large 
enough that evidence applied to it will propagate 
appropriately. 

A target belief solves the immediate problem, but another 
issue can arise when there are multiple target beliefs. 
Because the nodes are connected, and because applying a 
target belief affects other nodes in the BN, it is possible that 
different target beliefs will work against each other.  That 
is, satisfying a second constraint may pull a first node away 
from its target belief.  We address this by performing an 
iteration over the set of target beliefs. When iteration is not 

sufficient, the software relaxes the original constraints, 
then gradually tightens them with further iterations to move 
the target beliefs towards the desired targets. The process 
stops when all constraints are within a desired tolerance, or 
reporting failure, signaling that modeler intervention is 
required.   

3.5 HYPOTHESIS NAMES 

An additional complication results from the need to keep 
visual displays of the model compact. Especially in 
complex problem domains, we wish to use descriptive 
names for variables. Descriptive names can be very long, 
and a node large enough to display these long names may 
be unwieldy in a graphical display.  In our system each 
concept that has a long name must also have a short name 
in order to limit the size of its graphical depictions.  

4. QUALITATIVE LANGUAGE

Above we have articulated the information contained in the 

qualitative knowledge used to construct a BN from 
qualitative knowledge.  Here we illustrate the text 
representation of the qualitative knowledge in a format that 
is human readable and can be machine processed.  

In one version of our system the qualitative statements are 
expressed in a top down language implemented in 
Common Lisp. An example of a small subset of a related 
model, dealing with risks of insider threat, is shown in 
Figure 6.  Note the last two lines of the model specification 
that define a mitigation and a relevance for 
‘WarrantsITExploitSuspicion’. Another version of our 
system, exhibited below in Figure 7, uses a pattern centric 
plain text language implemented in Python. 

Figure 6.   A small insider threat model expressed as qualitative knowledge using the top down Lisp-based 

representation. 

 

 

Each version has its advantages.  Non-BN experts may be 
more comfortable listing the indicators of a concept than 
the concepts it indicates, in a top down fashion, while BN 
experts may prefer listing the concepts that will participate 
in a given node’s CPT.  Our top down representation 
affords a broader context representation by nesting 

indication relationships in a textual DAG structure—but no 
purely textual representation can well capture a BN’s 
intrinsic graph structure, associating locally with all nodes 
both their children and parents, supporting local editing of 
both.  Rather than pure text, the ultimate representation 
requires a dynamic presentation of node/neighbor 
relationships as in a graphical user interface.  

 

5. AUTOMATED CONSTRUCTION 

PROCESS 

We have developed software that automatically constructs 
a BN from the qualitative knowledge. We use Netica, and 
the NeticaJ API (Norsys, 2010).  The BN construction 
software is written in Jython to use the advanced 
programming capabilities of Python while being able to 

exploit the object oriented capabilities of NeticaJ’s Java 
API. 

A first pass through the qualitative knowledge assembles it 
into data structures matching the structure of the BN.  A 
representation of mitigation and relevance nodes are 
constructed where needed, and there is a check to identify 
indicators with mitigation or relevance nodes that are 
parents of a summary node, so that necessary hypothesis 
copy nodes can be constructed.   

Then the BN is constructed through calls to the NeticaJ 
API.  Once constructed, we have prior beliefs on all 
random variables, so we can apply target beliefs.  A next 
step finds all indicators with mitigation or relevance nodes, 
and adjusts the CPTs as discussed in Section 3.2 above. 

In a final optional step, since Netica does not provide 
automated BN layout, the graph is extracted and sent to 
GraphViz (Gransner, et al., 2000) where we use Dot’s 
algorithm (Gansner and North, 1993) to lay out the BN.  
The GraphViz layout (coordinates of nodes) is used to 
update the Netica BN file.  The layout is not needed in a 
runtime version of the model, but is highly desired for 
interactions required to assess and refine the model during 
development.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  The Chest X Ray model expressed as 

qualitative knowledge in our alternative text-based 

knowledge representation language. 
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Figure 7.  The Chest X Ray model expressed as 

qualitative knowledge in our alternative text-based 

knowledge representation language. 
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6. EXAMPLES 

We offer two examples of the use of our system to 
construct useful BN models from qualitative knowledge. 

6.1 CHEST X RAY 

We appeal to the classic chest x ray Bayesian Network 
from (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter, 1988) as our first 
example. Figure 7 shows the qualitative specification of 
this BN which is also an example of the plain text 
representation for qualitative knowledge. 

Figure 8 shows Netica’s rendering of the automatically 
constructed BN, along with the published classic BN.  The 
prior probabilities for the BN nodes are not exactly as the 
original, but they are close.  Most importantly, the 
automatically constructed model behaves in the same way 
in that when evidence is set beliefs for the hypotheses of 
interest change in the same directions and roughly the same 
magnitudes. 

6.2 QUALITATIVE KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTED 

FROM EXISTING DOCUMENTS 

Our second example is the challenge that originally 
motivated this work, described in the introduction.  

We extracted concepts from the source documents, with 
the available guidance as to direction and strength of 
indication, as well as any provided information on 
relevance or mitigation.  Not all required knowledge was 
explicit in the source document.  We did provide some 
additional knowledge on strength of influences and on 
some hidden variables based on common sense and limited 
interaction with subject matter experts. 

The qualitative representation was compiled into the BN 
using the process described in section 4 above.  The 
resulting BN has over 600 nodes and is shown in figure 9.    

Evidence is applied to the network from events in a 
database. When evidence is applied to this model, it 
propagates to a few critical nodes of interest, which are 
monitored.  Large increases in the P(true) of these node are 
interpreted as indications of risk.  

The model is just the inference engine for a larger system 
that connects to a database of cases and evaluates risk for 
each case.  Work so far has been with static cases, that is, 
with existing current and past data. We have simulated 
streaming data by applying events as evidence according to 
the time that they have occurred.  It is envisioned that in 
the future the database will contain data that is updated in 
real time so that the model can provide real-time alerts to 
analysts that will allow them to respond quickly to 
potential risks and focus scarce human resources on the 
most dangerous cases and their most risk engendering 
events. 

We also have built a web-based user interface to this model 
that allows analysts to examine risk-assessed cases, 
compare them, via histograms, to other cases in a database 
of results, and drill down to the specific indicators and 
ultimately to the specific event data that is most influential 
regarding the assessed risks of a case of interest. 

The model has been evaluated against simulated data as 
well as against a database of several thousand actual cases.  
A systematic assessment of its validity is difficult because 
there is no accepted high quality ‘ground truth’ data to 
compare it to.  It is currently being used in a much larger 
government sponsored trial against real data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.  The original ASIA network compared to 
the model created from the qualitative knowledge of 

Figure 7. 
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One potential criticism of this model is that it is too big, 
has too many nodes.  Usually it is desirable that a model be 
as simple as possible, and often simplification can be 
achieved by reducing the variables in the model to the few 
that are critical to the domain. In this case, however, 
virtually all of the concepts represented in the model are 
concepts that are discussed in the source document as 
important to the problem domain. These concepts are 
familiar to human analysts and in many cases are things 
that we can expect to have data for.  Therefore, it is 
appropriate to include them all in this model. 

6.3 INTERPRETING THE PROBABILITIES IN 

THE CONSTRUCTED MODELS 

The chest X Ray example demonstrates that our 
methodology can produce results that are very near to the 
real answers.  That is evidence that useful models in other 
domains are possible. 

The complex risk model has not been extensively 
evaluated, and while we make no claim that the risk 
probabilities it produces are optimal, we do have evidence 
that the risk assessments that it provides are reasonable.  
That is, when we present evidence for simulated risky 
persons (or evidence from known cases of real risks), the 
model produces high risk scores.  When we present 
evidence for simulated non risky persons, the model 
produces low risk scores.  With real data, for every case 
where the model produces a high risk assessment, we can 
identify the specific data events that justify the high risk.  
When the model asses a low risk for a person, an 
examination of the data reveals no evidence of risky 
behavior.  So, we argue that the model is useful.  Having 
achieved this promising performance in such a complex 
model also suggests that the methodology will be useful in 
other domains. 

7. FUTURE WORK 

Future work will include making the capabilities more 
accessible to subject matter experts or knowledge analysts, 
which includes efforts to improve the text representations 
of the qualitative knowledge, to provide intuitive tools to 
visualize and interact with models, and to assess non 
statistical analyst’s responses to the risk values generated 
by the models.  In addition we envision new tools that will 
make it easy to attach the resulting models to streaming 
data so that the models can be used to monitor evolving 
situations in real time. 

We have also experimented with graphical visualizations 
of the model that contain much of the original information 
specified in the qualitative representation of the model but 
omit the complexity of the full BN representation. 

We have developed as a web-based application a dynamic 
graph visualizer with flexible node/neighbor navigation.  
This application also supports the entering of (true/false) 
RV value findings, calling Netica to query for belief 

values.  Both inside and outside of the web-based graphical 
model visualization/controller/editor implementation 
currently underway, we are experimenting with graphical 

means by which users may intuitively build or edit a model, 
interact with the with it in real time (vs. only at the end of 
a non-real-time development process), and explore the 
model’s inferences in the context of a particular case (set 
of evidence events). 

Building this graphical capability out into a full-fledged 
model editor is an obvious next step that is on our 
development path. 

An important part of our future work will be to evaluate 
these visualization ideas with feedback from potential 
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examination of the data reveals no evidence of risky 
behavior.  So, we argue that the model is useful.  Having 
achieved this promising performance in such a complex 
model also suggests that the methodology will be useful in 
other domains. 

7. FUTURE WORK 

Future work will include making the capabilities more 
accessible to subject matter experts or knowledge analysts, 
which includes efforts to improve the text representations 
of the qualitative knowledge, to provide intuitive tools to 
visualize and interact with models, and to assess non 
statistical analyst’s responses to the risk values generated 
by the models.  In addition we envision new tools that will 
make it easy to attach the resulting models to streaming 
data so that the models can be used to monitor evolving 
situations in real time. 

We have also experimented with graphical visualizations 
of the model that contain much of the original information 
specified in the qualitative representation of the model but 
omit the complexity of the full BN representation. 

We have developed as a web-based application a dynamic 
graph visualizer with flexible node/neighbor navigation.  
This application also supports the entering of (true/false) 
RV value findings, calling Netica to query for belief 

values.  Both inside and outside of the web-based graphical 
model visualization/controller/editor implementation 
currently underway, we are experimenting with graphical 

means by which users may intuitively build or edit a model, 
interact with the with it in real time (vs. only at the end of 
a non-real-time development process), and explore the 
model’s inferences in the context of a particular case (set 
of evidence events). 

Building this graphical capability out into a full-fledged 
model editor is an obvious next step that is on our 
development path. 
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users bearing various skill sets, including subject matter 
experts and domain analysts as well as knowledge 
representation and inference implementation specialists. 

8. CONCLUSION 

We have developed a capability to encode qualitative 
information about complex problem domains.  The 
methodology can be used to automatically construct a 
useful BN to evaluate risks or threats in the domain.  The 
methodology is general with potential to enable analysts to 
rapidly generate domain models that can be attached to live 
data streams. 
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Abstract—Assessing entity (e.g., person) risk from entity-related 

events requires appropriate techniques to address the relevance of 

events (individually and/or in aggregate) relative to a prevailing 

temporal frame of reference—for continuous risk monitoring, a 

running time point representing “the present.”  We describe two 

classes of temporal relevance techniques we have used towards 

insider threat detection in probabilistic risk models based on 

Bayesian networks.  One class of techniques is appropriate when a 

generic person Bayesian network is extended with a new random 

variable for each relevant event—practical when events of concern 

are infrequent and we expect their number per person to be small 

(as in public records monitoring).  Another class is needed when 

(as in computer network event monitoring) we expect too many 

relevant events to create a new random variable for each event.  

We present a use case employing both classes of techniques and 

discuss their relative strengths and weaknesses.  Finally, we 

describe the semantic technology framework supporting this 

work. 

Index Terms—temporal relevance; event relevance; anomaly 

detection; qualitative Bayesian network specification; probabilistic 

model; insider threat 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Different parties have legitimate interests in understanding 
the risks that may be incurred when given persons are allowed 
to act in given roles.  Employers are concerned about prospective 
employees, lenders about borrowers, landlords about tenants, 
and judges and parole boards about convicted criminals.  To 
each role is accorded some privilege or stake—access to 
information/influence/reputation, finance, property, or 
liberty/public safety—that a bad actor could abuse or damage.  
While it's usually impossible to predict how a specific person P 
may behave in a given role R, an interested party Q may apply a 
probabilistic risk model M to available information about P to 
understand where P’s assessed risk may fall relative to other 
current or prospective players of R.  M may: 

• Have been derived from similar available data about 
other persons considered or selected for R 

• Be based on legal or other policy doctrine 

• Embody knowledge elicited from subject matter experts 
or published in a theory of human psychology.   

Depending on the outcome of M applied to P, Q may choose 
to: 

• Engage P in R (or not) 

• Modify or disengage from its R relationship with P 

• Invest more resources in assessing P’s risk (perhaps 
monitoring P’s actions) 

• Counsel P in the positive management of factors 
related to P’s risk 

• Modify M to accommodate an acceptable pattern of 
behavior not earlier addressed. 

We have developed a series of related person risk models 
addressing the risk that P poses to Q.  Each interprets the set of 
known events E involving P in assessing P’s risk.  Each also 
must address the relevance of a given event e in E to computing 
P’s risk at a given time point t in T—the entire interval of 
relevant events (beginning, e.g., at P’s birth, majority, or 
engagement with Q and ending at the present or a most recently 
available event report date).  Each model is probabilistic, 
calculating its core risk assessment using a Bayesian network 

(BN) [3].  Each model includes a generic person BN B, which it 
may extend (based on P’s events) to create a person-specific BN 

B . 

A. Model MC: Processing P’s Life Events with Ingestion Rules 

MC addresses the risk that P may disclose Q’s private 
information without proper authorization, considering relevant 
event types (say, technical certification or conduct reprimand) 
that may collectively have a few instances per year.  To address 
the effect of P’s events E on P’s risk, MC  runs a set of 

“ingestion” rules, each of which may extend B  to reflect a given 

event e in E, ultimately resulting in B .  Because each triggered 

ingestion rule adds one or more random variables to B, this 

approach tends to be practical when E is small relative to B  (so 

that B  does not grossly exceed expected computational 

requirements).  MC addresses the temporal relevance of a given 
event e by arranging that e’s influence on risk will build (when 
e is ongoing at t) or decay (when e is completed at t).  This 
mechanism creates a conditional probability table associated 
with the temporal relevance of e to reflect the juxtaposition of t 
(the reference time for this risk calculation) with respect to the 
time point at which e occurs (if e is a point event) or the 
respective time points at which e begins and ends (if e is a 
durative event). 

B. Model MS: Processing P’s Network Events with Summary 

Random Variables 

MS addresses the risk that P may pose an insider threat to Q 
via its access to Q’s information technology (IT) system—Q’s 
computers, computer networks, and related assets.  The threat 
may be unauthorized information access, disclosure, theft, or 
destruction.   MS considers relevant event types (e.g., copying a 
file to a thumb drive or to an external website) that may occur 
many times per day.  Given Q’s interest in assessing P’s risk on 
a continuous basis—over an employment interval—the 

“ingestion” approach that MC uses to grow B  with every event 

(instance) e in E is not feasible.  Instead, for each such fine-

grained event type τ, we include in MS’s version of B  a random 
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variable (RV) summarizing the extent to which P’s actions are 
believed to warrant a suspicion of P’s exploiting Q’s IT assets 
towards insider threat.  We calculate a likelihood for this 
summary RV so as to reflect: 

• The relative novelty or familiarity of P’s events of type 
τ over: 

o P’s history 

o The synchronous history of other persons 
playing role R for Q 

• Temporal decay. 

MS also considers relevant event types (e.g., copying a file to 
Wikileaks) that obviously manifest (vs. just warrant suspicion 
regarding) insider threat.  For these latter event types, MS uses 
the same ingestion approach as MC. 

C. Model MG: Combining MC and MS 

MG combines MC and MS to address both the above aspects 
of insider threat—so that each model aspect can inform the 
other.  E.g., if P’s non-network life events lead (the MG version 

of) B  to believe that P is likely Untrustworthy, this will 

increase (relative to a baseline, skeptical model state) B ’s belief 

that any potentially suspicious computer network actions 
actually do warrant suspicion.  Also, staff members who warrant 
more insider threat suspicion on the computer network side 
receive higher overall risk scores, facilitating Q’s ability to react 
appropriately in general. 

D. Common Modeling Framework 

We have (following [5] and [6]) developed the generic 

person BNs B  for the above models in our generic framework 
for large-scale probabilistic modeling that lets us specify: 

• Boolean-valued RVs (generally, person attribute 
concepts—e.g., Trustworthy)  

• Directed influences between concepts with discrete, 
qualitative strengths (obviating the usual BN 
requirement to specify—manually—for each RV a 
conditional probability table with one numeric entry for 
each element in the Cartesian product of its parents’ 
domains—i.e., 2n for n Boolean-valued domains) 

• Generic modeling patterns for concept indication, 
mitigation, and relevance. 

Our framework compiles such qualitative specifications into 
a representation executable by an off-the-shelf BN tool.  (We use 

the Netica® API from Norsys.)  Our B  for MC includes hundreds 

of RVs.  Our specification of B  for MS is small enough to exhibit 

below (see Fig. 10, in the Appendix).  B  for MG is again large—
and the framework’s support for layering of qualitative source 
specifications affords a much easier path to MG than if we had 
built an MS  BN outside the framework.   

Our ingestion rules that extend the generic person B  into a 

person-specific B   are described further in section VI. 

E. Sequel 

The sequel describes techniques we use to implement 
temporal relevance under the ingestion and summary approaches 
(introduced above with MC and with MS, respectively).  We also 
exhibit results from the combined model, MG, and discuss design 
trade-offs.  Finally, we describe our supporting semantic 
technology framework. 

II. COMPUTING TEMPORAL RELEVANCE FOR EVENTS 

INDIVIDUALLY INGESTED 

Intuitively, the impact of a major life event on one’s 
reputation is time-limited. While positive life events tend to 
build our confidence in a person—and negative ones erode it—
the glow of accomplishment—like the stain of failure or 
breach—naturally fades over time.  In our “whole-person” 
model MC, we uniformly invoke exponential decay (or growth) 
with half life γ per an invoked ingestion rule Γ.  The generic 

person Bayesian network (BN) B  accounts for interactions 
among beliefs about random variables (RVs) representing 
different person attribute concepts like those in Fig. 1.   

 
Fig. 1.  Partial generic person attribute concept BN B  (top), with related event 

categories (bottom).   

In Fig. 1, BN influences point (causally) from indicated 
concept hypothesis to indicating concept.  Stronger indications 
have thicker arrows, a single negative indication has a red, 
double-lined arrow.  The full BN includes several hundred nodes 
(mostly elided). 

MC’s ingestion rules apply P’s event evidence to B  to 

develop a person-specific BN B   including temporal relevance 

RVs (as explained next) appropriate for a given reference time 

point t.  B   then calculates the risk at t.  By constructing B   and 

calculating risk at successive time points, we develop a historical 
risk profile (i.e., a risk timeline) for P.  See Fig. 2.   

 
Fig. 2.  Person risk timeline with life event overlay—per MC.   

In Fig. 2, P’s events are plotted in bars (top left to center).  
Belief over time is plotted for person attribute concept RVs per 
legend (top).  Trustworthy is our top-level proxy for (the 

complement of) risk.  Note how beliefs in 
CommittedToSchool and CommittedToCareer tend to build 

while the related (HighSchoolAttendance and 

Employment) events are ongoing.  Influence interactions in B 

Reliable

Trustworthy

…CommittedToSchool CommittedToCareeer

CommitsMisdemeanor

School events Employment events

Law
enforcement

events

…
…
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cause belief in CommittedToCareer to grow even while P is 

still in high school.  (We tend to believe that someone who does 
well in school will also do well in a career.)  Belief in 
CommittedToSchool increases when P graduates but then 

become less relevant per half lives specified in ingestion rules 
for school-related events.  The 2007 MisdemeanorAssault 

charge decreases belief in all the other, positive concept RVs.  
See also Lisp macro calls expressing associated event data in 
Fig. 9. 

When Γ ingests an event e (e.g., of type 
EmploymentReprimand), it instantiates a BN design pattern 

that: 

• Creates an RV δ standing for e itself (an evidence RV) 

• Creates an RV ρ standing for the temporal relevance of 
e 

• Installs both ρ and the indicated person attribute RV π 
(standing for, e.g., DisregardsEmploymentRules) 

as BN parents of  δ (see left panel in Fig. 3, below) 

• Creates appropriate conditional probability tables 
(CPTs) for δ and ρ—denoted CPT(δ) and CPT(ρ). 

CPT(ρ) encodes e’s nominal relevance at t, calculated per 
ingestion rule Γ’s specified half life γ and the time α elapsed 
from e’s time point (designated by Γ as “beginning” or “ending,” 
when e is durative) until the reference point t.  For the case of 
relevance decay, we have θ = ½ (α / γ).  We specify θ as the 
probability P(ρ = “true”) and 1 – θ as P(ρ = “false”). 

 
Fig. 3.  Current ingestion scheme (left) and potential variant (right). 

In Fig. 3 (left), BN influences are associated with an 
(ingested event) evidence random variable (RV) δ, an indicated 
person attribute concept π, and a temporal relevance RV ρ.  In 
Fig. 3 (right), an evidence summarization scheme (using 
summary RV ∆) can insulate similarly-typed, closely temporally 
spaced events δi against departures from their nominally 
specified temporal relevance beliefs (say, θi) that otherwise 
would be induced among individual RVs (say, ρi)—had rather 
these been used. 

CPT(δ) respects e’s strength (specified in Γ) as an indicator 
for π and arranges that the probabilities P(π = “true”) and P(π = 

“false”) observed in B  for π do not depart (via the normal 
course of Bayesian influence propagation) from the nominal 
value θ installed in CPT(ρ).  This is a local correction that is 
subject to further departures when other ingestion rule 

executions also modify B .  While we have observed this 

ingestion technique for temporal relevance to work well in 
practice, when two or more events in E are both semantically 
and temporally close to each other, we again see temporal 
relevance departures resulting from Bayesian influence 

propagation in B .  (The relevance RVs ρi tend to reinforce each 

other, amplifying their observed beliefs beyond their nominal θj.  
In some applications, this pattern may be appropriate; in others 
not.)  We can ingest two nearly simultaneous (like-type) 
misdemeanor events without blatant departure from nominal θ.  
Ingesting five such events, we see θ decay only some 6% γ days 

after the events’ occurrence (when we might naively have 
expected 50%).   

We can—for quasi-simultaneous events—decouple the 
influence of temporal relevance from multiple indicating 
evidence events by invoking the alternative BN design pattern in 
in Fig. 3 (right panel), where ∆ is a summary RV for individual 
event RVs δ1, δ2, … , δn.  Accommodating evidence events δi 
occurring at materially different time points requires a more 
general approach to avoid the departures of temporal relevance 
beliefs from nominally specified values.  The approach we 
describe in section III works well in this regard, but it does not 
afford the same expressive power as ingestion rules (which can 
consider arbitrary temporal relationships between events—as 
discussed in section V).   

III. TEMPORAL RELEVANCE WITH SUMMARIZED EVENTS 

Computer network events that may inform Q about an insider 
threat by its engaged staff member P can occur so frequently that 
the ingestion technique described in section II is impractical.  MS 
avoids this issue by appealing to event summary RVs, as 
outlined in section I.  See Fig. 10 in the Appendix, where the RV 
CopyDecoyToExternal_Summary (e.g.) summarizes the 

suspiciousness of actions in which P has committed the network 
action CopyDecoyToExternal (i.e., copy a seeded “decoy” 

file to an external location, such as a website).   
Fig. 4 (full page) exhibits key metrics we compute for such 

a summary RV.  Because we expect network event monitoring 
to be continuous—with practically unbounded beginning and no 
ending—we compute key metrics in temporal buckets of 
exponentially increasing size (top three charts)—so that we can 
always double temporal (if not event) capacity by adding one 
more bucket.  Event occurrence buckets summarize (top/first) 
event type count since monitoring started, (second) signal with 
respect to P’s own history, (third) signal with respect to (a 
statistic computed over) the full/relevant monitored population.  
Each of 64 day’s variation metrics (middle charts) are computed 
with respect to just the other buckets for that day, normalizing 
ratios of counts in related buckets to the range [0, 1] using a 
sigmoid function.  Visual “floors” in the bottom three charts are 
set at 0.5 (the sigmoid function’s point of symmetry)—
highlighting direction of signal change.  Variation with respect 
to own history compares events new in a bucket (those counted 
in the next-largest bucket) to those that are old—reverting to 
bucket-dependent defaults when no earlier events exist.  To 
develop a suspicion likelihood (bottom chart), we first take a 
weighted average of each of the two anomaly metrics (with 
weights increasing, e.g., by bucket recency), then average these 
results.  We then enter this suspicion likelihood (using the 
Netica® API) as a likelihood finding on a summary RV (such as 
CopyDecoyToExternal_Summary).   

Under even weighting (invoked in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), e’s 
relevance approximates 1/α.  Compare this to our half life decay 
function (from section II) used under ingestion: ½ (α / γ).  Either 
class of techniques would in fact be compatible with either of 
these (or other) functions of relevance over time.  We reviewed 
the overall half life approach and half lives appropriate for 
specific event types in MC with experts in the subject matter of 
unauthorized information disclosure risk.  Decay rates for 
computer network events in MS have yet to be tuned in the 
context of real-world data. 

π ρ

δ

π ρ

∆

δ1 δnδ2 …
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Fig. 4.  Key metrics for a summary RV in an overall event type-related suspicion warrant.   

Not yet exhibited in our processing in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 is an 
approximating space optimization that would shift the “old” 
content (see Fig. 4) from bucket j into bucket j + 1 at each (2 j)th 
time step (for values j descending from the highest value for 
which (t mod 2 j) = 0—rather than computing the buckets’ counts 
afresh at each time step, as shown.  The latter approach would 

require retaining full event counts for all time steps—impractical 
for long-term, continuous operation. 

A. Related Work 

Senator et al. [4] describe a flexible insider threat detection 
framework providing statistical and machine learning 
components that may be applied to data across different time 
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scales.  In contrast to our bucketed approach, their time scales 
must be explicitly specified by an application architect.  They 
illustrate a component workflow motivated by a specific threat 
scenario.  We have taken such scenarios to be compiled into 
random variables (for indicators and threats) in a Bayesian 
network (focused on overall risk assessment, rather than 
specifically on threat incident detection).  Our framework can 
address a broad set of statistics in and over temporal buckets, 
supporting event processing over an arbitrary time scale.  They 
describe results with a real-world dataset covering two months.  
We have developed our approach using a similar synthetic 
dataset [1] covering 18 months. 

IV. COMBINED MODEL USE CASE 

We combine MC with MS—producing MG—by appending 
the input models’ influence graph specifications and defining 
MS’s Untrustworthy as the opposite of MC’s Trustworthy.  

As discussed in section II, this affords a path for P’s non-
network, life events to influence the risk measured for P’s 
network events—thus enhancing the signal to noise ratio for 
persons who seem risky generally.  See Fig. 5. 

  

 
Fig. 5.  Person risk timeline—per MG.   

In Fig. 5, life events (top, left to center) are per the MC 
component.  Belief in P’s attribute concept RV Trustworthy— 

our top-level proxy for (the complement of) risk—falls lower 
with each successive derogatory life event (Reprimand, 

LoanDefault, FalsificationByOmission).  This increases 

the relevance of WarrantsITExploitationSuspicion to 

ExploitsITSystemAsInsider in the MS component.  (This 

influence is not mitigated, because P is not engaged by Q in the 
role of IT administrator—see Fig. 10 in the Appendix.)  Belief 
in WarrantsITExploitationSuspicion (third belief line 

from bottom on plot’s right) takes a jump of about 10% when 
MS’s summarized events mount (level until day 33, then 
increasing by one counted event per day) and MC’s ingested 
events have occurred.  By comparison (not shown), belief in 
WarrantsITExploitationSuspicion jumps by only about 

3% when MS stands alone, uninformed by an MC component.  
Life events decay per half lives not conspicuous at the depicted 
time scale. 

MG is a proof of concept.  Additional cross-model linkage 
and tuning of relevant modeling parameters may further increase 

the signal to noise ratio for network user risk detection when 
non-network, life events are consider in the same unified model. 

V. DISCUSSION: EVENT PROCESSING DESIGN TRADE-OFFS 

The different domains we have addressed in MC  and MS  
have presented event processing requirements largely amenable 
to—in fact, engendering—the two classes of techniques 
described here: per-event ingestion (section II) and event 
summarization (section III), respectively.  As noted in sections 
II and III, per-event ingestion is liable to (possibly unintended) 
amplifications of temporal relevance, when event instances are 
both semantically and temporally close.  This is, however, just 
the situation for which we have designed event summarization.  
While Fig. 3 (right) suggests a hybrid approach for MC to 
aggregate events that are temporally close, this really begs the 
question: What should be the effect of similar indicating events 
on the belief calculated for an indicated hypothesis random 

variable (RV) in a Bayesian network (BN) B ?    

Event summarization, in MS, adopts the extreme position that 
all events of a given type τ should be summarized in a single 
random variable (RV).  The uniformity of this approach may be 
appealing, but it bears a simplicity driven by the necessity of 
addressing a practically unlimited stream of fine-grained 
events—many of which are relatively weak indicators of insider 
threat.  Event ingestion, in MC, hazards (so far, in our application 
domain, rare) potential amplifications in temporal relevance but 
affords the power (via Allegro Prolog®-based ingestion rules 
and auxiliary predicates—see section VI.A) to express nuanced 
temporal configurations of events of different types that are not 
obviously amenable to bucketed historic summaries.  We might 
note temporal overlaps to extract certain compound events (say, 
of type FailsDrugTestDuringEmployment), but we could 
not refer to earlier relevant events, as in Fig. 6.  

 
Fig. 6.  Ingestion rule processing of non-overlapping events in MC.   

In Fig. 6, P, with a history of alcoholism, has an ongoing 
commitment to alcohol abstinence but also several intervening 
alcohol problem events (relapses).  While MC considers an 
alcohol abstinence commitment to mitigate an earlier alcohol 
problem, this commitment is voided (and the building of P’s 
credibility begins again) when P relapses.  In MC, the temporal 
specificity of a mitigating event (or generality of a mitigating 
person attribute concept) is important in determining whether to 
capture this effect with an ingestion rule, with a :MitigatedBy 
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influence specification (see Fig. 10 in the Appendix), or with a 
combination of such mechanisms.  MC’s related ingestion rule 
invokes our Allegro Prolog® predicate 
mostRecentLaterStartingReportedEvent to rebase the 

temporal relevance computation for the person attribute concept 
CommitsToAlcoholAbstinence at a most recent relapse 
event’s ending point. 

Intimately related to realizing an appropriate overall 
semantics for a person risk rating model M  (but outside the 
scope of the present discussion about processing person events) 
is the design of person attribute concept RVs and concept-to-

concept influences in a generic person BN B.  Even before we 

decide how to associate encountered evidence E with B, we 

must be happy with B’s inferences under arbitrary (likelihood or 

domain value) findings for B’s RVs.  This requires thinking (and 
testing) at least as hard about the semantic relationships among 
person attribute concept definitions and connecting influences as 
we do about those among event types and processing styles.  
(See also section VI.C.) 

VI. SUPPORTING SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGY 

Our ingestion rules are written in Allegro Prolog®.  They 
read events expressed using an OWL ontology from an 

AllegroGraph® triple store and create a person-specific BN B  

using the Allegro Common Lisp® API to the Netica® API.  
Allegro Prolog®, AllegroGraph®, Allegro Common Lisp® are 
products of Franz, Inc.  Netica® is a product of Norsys, Inc. The 
Allegro Common Lisp® API to the Netica® API is open-source.  
We see unique benefits in this software stack.  

A. Ingestion Rule Design 

AllegroGraph® is an RDF triple store management system 
that happens to be written in Allegro Common Lisp®.  While 
Franz supports AllegroGraph® clients for a number of different 
languages, the direct (vs. remote) Lisp client benefits us in that 
it shares memory with AllegroGraph® itself.  Allegro Prolog®, 
written in and included in Allegro Common Lisp®, is a logic 
programming facility that the Lisp direct client extends with 
Lisp macros and Prolog predicates affording access 
(alternatively to SPARQL) to AllegroGraph® triple stores.  
Because Allegro Prolog® supports calls to Lisp functions from 
within logic programming rules, our ingestion rules can invoke 
the Allegro Common Lisp® API to the Netica® API to augment 

an existing generic person Bayesian network (BN) model B  to 
add random variables (RVs) corresponding to a person P’s 

events E, resulting in a person-specific BN B .  See Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7.  MC ingestion rule.  

In Fig. 7, RestrainingOrder names an ingestion rule 

pertaining to events of type 
https://haystax.com/agent#ProtectiveRestraining

Order (whose RDF namespace part is signaled in 

AllegroGraph® by the prefix !agent:).  defIngestionRule 

is a macro wrapping Allegro Prolog® <-, registering the 

ingestion rule and performing static analysis to ensure well-
formedness.  +process-reportedEvent is the predicate—of 

which all ingestion rules are members—used to launch ingestion 
rules for a given person and reference time.  Logic programming 
variables are prefixed by ?, Common Lisp keywords by :.  We 

use the prefix ?* as a convention noting that a binding should 

have a native Lisp value, rather than an RDF part (i.e., a resource 
or a literal).  ?person and ?asOfDate will be bound when the 

rule is called.  The call to reportedEvent succeeds when 

?event can be bound to an instance of 

!agent:ProtectiveRestrainingOrder, such that 

?person is the !agent:riskRatingSubject of ?event, 

and ?event’s temporal characteristics and provenance are 

appropriate (binding values for other logic variables).  When 
reportedEvent succeeds, the call to the Lisp function 

create-EventConceptIndication is executed, augmenting 

B    as explained in section II and illustrated in Fig. 3 (left): 

CommitsDomesticViolence takes the role of ρ, ?event 

induces the new random variables δ and π, the value of the 
:DeltaDays keyword argument takes the role of α, that of the 

:HalfLife argument the role of γ.  The ingestion rule itself 

serves as Γ.  Upon completed ingestion processing, the realized 

B  can be compiled and queried for beliefs in person attribute 

concepts of interest. 

Allegro Prolog® includes predicate-level functors supporting 
logical operations (e.g., and, or), backtracking control (varieties 

of if, cut), and Lisp calls evaluated at predicate level for their 

truth values (i.e., not just execution for side effect as in Fig. 7).  
Under AllegroGraph®’s direct Lisp client, user-defined Allegro 
Prolog® rules (so ingestion rules and their supporting predicates) 
may include any RDF resources (i.e., URIs) or literals.   

B. Event Ontology Design 

With its signature treatment of programs as data (both 
expressed as lists), Lisp has long been a favorite language for 

(defIngestionRule RestrainingOrder

(+process-reportedEvent ?person ?*asOfDate)

(reportedEvent ?person

?*asOfDate

?event

!agent:ProtectiveRestrainingOrder

?*startDate

?*endDate

?*ongoing?

?*reportDate)

(lisp (create-EventConceptIndication

?person

:IndicatedConcept CommitsDomesticViolence

:+IndicatingEvent ?event

:Terminus :end

:DeltaDays (- ?*asOfDate ?*endDate)

:HalfLife (* 6 365)

:Strength :strong

:Polarity :positive)))
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creating embedded knowledge representation languages and 
supporting utilities.  We exploit this facility in designing our 
models’ ontologies for person-related events—using Lisp 
macros to express class, property, and individual (instance) 
definitions.  See Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8.  Lisp macro calls defining elements of our event ontology for MC.   

Macro calls in Fig. 8 add triples to a specified graph in an 
active store.  Store-resident triples may be serialized to a 
standard OWL file in (e.g.) RDF/XML format, then viewed in 
an available ontology browser (e.g., Protégé).  RDF namespace 
designations (e.g., !xsd:) are required only where these deviate 

from a specified default.  For a specified class (e.g., Person), an 

object or datatype property (e.g., hasGender or startDate) is 

created per the type (e.g., Gender or Date) specified.  OWL 

closed enumeration classes (e.g., Gender) are supported, as are 

OWL property types (e.g., Functional) and restrictions (e.g., 

cardinality).  Validation machinery ensures a specified 

ontology’s global consistency with respect to effective 
cardinalities allowed.   

Per Fig. 8, we now have a single-actor event ontology.  While 
MS defines persons’ roles (e.g., system administrator) with 
respect to organizations, we have not yet broached persons’ roles 
in events beyond the person-indexing property 
riskRatingSubject. 

Our framework also has a Lisp macro useful for defining 
hand-crafted datasets.  See Fig. 9. 

 
Fig. 9.  Lisp macro calls used to create the (minimal) dataset for the person 

profiled in Fig. 2.   

The framework validates any loaded dataset with respect to 
declared subject and object classes, literal data types, and 
property types (e.g., Functional) and restrictions (e.g., 

cardinality).   

C. Probabilistic Ontology Design 

We do not now break down person attribute concepts (e.g., 
Trustworthy) beyond their status as such.  Conceptually, they 

are properties of Person that—via their corresponding random 

variable (RVs) in B—constitute a (flat) probabilistic ontology 
[1].  Relationships among these RVs are of the kind specified in 
Fig. 10.  Most person attribute concept definitions in MC include 
citations to and/or excerpts from guiding policy documents 
regarding information disclosure risk that also specify related 
indicating, mitigating, and relevance-inducing concepts. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have described two classes of techniques for processing 
events in probabilistic person risk models, examining the 
advantages and disadvantages of techniques in each class.  Our 
proof-of-concept (section IV) combination of techniques from 
both classes demonstrates how inferences informed by either 
class of event processing can inform the other effectively.  The 
selection of event processing techniques is one key element of 
overall risk model design, along with event ontology design and 
influence network design.  In support of this work, we have 
developed and exploited appropriate semantic technology, with 
an eye towards flexible reuse. 

DISCLAIMER 

The views expressed are those of the authors and do not 
reflect the official policy or position of any legally recognized 
body or its representative parts or members.   

  

(defOntologyClass Person (Thing)

(hasGender Gender :Functional))

(defOntologyClass Gender (Thing)

(:enumeration Male Female OtherGender))

(defOntologyType Date !xsd:date)

(defOntologyClass Event (Thing)

(riskRatingSubject Person :Functional)

(startDate Date (:cardinality 1))

(endDate Date :Functional)

(sourceReport Report :Functional))

(defOntologyClass PointEvent (Event)

(hasConsequentEvent Event))

(defOntologyClass DurativeEvent (Event)

(hasSubEvent Event))

(defOntologyClass ProtectiveRestrainingOrder

(PointEvent))

(defOntologyInstance !data:P (Person))

(defOntologyInstance !data:PHighSchoolAttendance

(SchoolAttendance)

(riskRatingSubject !data:P)

(schoolCredentialAward !data:PDiplomaAward)

(startDate "2000-09-04")

(endDate "2004-06-15"))

(defOntologyInstance !data:PDiplomaAward

(SchoolCredentialAward)

(riskRatingSubject !data:P)

(startDate "2004-06-15")

(schoolCredentialAwarded HighSchoolDiploma))

(defOntologyInstance !data:PEmployment

(Employment)

(riskRatingSubject !data:P)

(startDate "2004-07-05")

(endDate "2009-09-05"))

(defOntologyInstance !data:PMisdemeanorAssault

(PoliceOffense)

(riskRatingSubject !data:P)

(offenseChargeSchedule Misdemeanor)

(startDate "2007-06-30"))
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APPENDIX: QUALITATIVE SPECIFICATION FOR THE GENERIC 

PERSON BAYESIAN NETWORK IN MS 

The generic person Bayesian network (BN) B  for MS is as 
specified in Fig. 10.  “_Summary” random variables (RVs) 

correspond to an event schema derived from US CERT synthetic 
dataset “r6.2” available at http://cert.org/insider-
threat/tools/index.cfm [1].   

In Fig. 10, the top-level RV 
ExploitsITSystemAsInsider is a disjunctive summary of 

two next-level RVs: CommitsITExploitation (P has 

committed an unambiguously exploitative event—presumed 
rare) and WarrantsITExploitationSuspicion (covering 

network events that may or may not be exploitative).  
CommitsITExploitation is absolutely indicated (“implied”) 

by three intermediate RVs that are in turn indicated (with 
varying strengths) by computer network event summary RVs.  

MS  enters likelihood findings for the latter into B  as described 

in section III.  WarrantsITExploitationSuspicion is 

considered relevant (absolutely) to CommitsITExploitation 

if  P is Untrustworthy, mitigated (strongly) if P HasRole-

ITAdmin (in Q). 

 
Fig. 10.  Qualitative specification for probabilistic influences in MS (with semi-colons prefixing comments in red.)   

(defparameter *Influences*

'((ExploitsITSystemAsInsider

(:ImpliedByDisjunction

(CommitsITExploitation

(:ImpliedBy (DestroysInformationUnauthorized)

(AccessesInformationUnauthorized) ; Ingested: HandlesKeylogger_Event

(DisclosesInformationUnauthorized) ; Ingested: CopyFileToWikileaks_Event

(StealsInformation))) ; Ingested: CopyFileToCompetitor_Event

(WarrantsITExploitationSuspicion

(:ImpliedBy (WarrantsInformationDestructionSuspicion

(:IndicatedBy (:Strongly (DeleteFileOnOthersPC_Summary))

(:Moderately (DeleteFileOnLabsPC_Summary))))

(WarrantsUnauthorizedInformationAccessSuspicion

(:IndicatedBy (:Moderately (AfterHoursLogin_Summary))

(:Weakly (OpenFileOnOthersPC_Summary))))

(WarrantsUnauthorizedInformationDisclosureSuspicion

(:IndicatedBy (:Strongly (CopyOthersFileToThumb_Summary)

(CopyDecoyToExternal_Summary))

(:Moderately (OpenDecoyFile_Summary)

(AcquireDecoyFile_Summary)

(CopyFileToExternal_Summary))

(:Weakly (CopyFromThumbToOwnPC_Summary)

(CopyOwnFileToThumb_Summary)

(CopyOthersFileToExternal_Summary)))))

(:RelevantIf (:Locally (:Absolutely (Untrustworthy))))

(:MitigatedBy (:Locally (:Strongly (HasRole-ITAdmin)))))))))
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Abstract 

We describe enhancements underway to our 
probabilistic argument mapping framework called 
FUSION.  Exploratory modeling in the domain of 
intelligence analysis has highlighted requirements 
for additional knowledge representation and 
reasoning capabilities, particularly regarding 
argument map nodes that are specified as 
propositional logic functions of other nodes.  We 
also describe more flexible specifications for link 
strengths and node prior probabilities.  We expect 
these enhancements to find general applicability 
across problem domains.   

1 Introduction 

Haystax has developed the FUSION framework (see our 
companion paper [7]) to facilitate creation of useful 
Bayesian networks (BNs) by non-technical subject matter 
experts (SMEs).  Because we use exclusively binary random 
variables (BN nodes) over the domain {true, false}, it is 
natural to construe FUSION models as probabilistic argument 

maps.  Exploratory modeling in the domain of intelligence 
analysis—where argument mapping [1] is useful but (until 
FUSION [6]) has not been underpinned by mathematically 
sound probabilistic reasoning—has highlighted 
requirements for additional capabilities. 

Forthcoming sections first present an early model 
motivating some of these capabilities, then describe our 
technical approach to each.  Appendices describe key 
elements of our proposed intelligence domain-specific 
variant of FUSION called CRAFT. 

2 Motivating FUSION model 

Figure 1 is a screenshot of a FUSION model addressing the 
CIA’s Iraq retaliation scenario [4], where Iraq might 
respond to US forces’ bombing of its intelligence 
headquarters by conducting major, minor, or no terror 
attacks.  The model emphasizes Saddam’s incentives to act.  
By setting a hard finding of false on the node SaddamWins, 
we can examine computed beliefs under Saddam’s worst-
case scenario.  See [7] for details regarding the scenario, our 
different models addressing it, and analyst SME model 
feedback, as well as review of related work. 

O
pp
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s

Opposite

Downstream 

 Upstream
 

Figure 1. Statement nodes are connected by positive (solid grey line) and negative (dashed grey line) indication links of 

various strengths (per line thicknesses).  Argument flow (from evidence to outcomes) is from right to left—e.g., SaddamWins 
is strongly indicated by SaddamKeepsFace.  Outcome hypothesis nodes are circled in yellow.  SaddamWins (hard finding 

false) captures Saddam’s incentives to act or not.   
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Node colors in Figure 1 capture whether Saddam’s 
disposition (or attitude) regarding a given statement is 
favorable (blue) or unfavorable (red).  FUSION computes 
these dispositions from a single directive—to propagate the 
favorability of SaddamWins upstream (only), respecting 
link polarities.  One node (gray, bottom left) is not touched 
by this propagation.  Four nodes (purple, top right) have 
ambiguous status with respect to Saddam’s disposition. 
Belief bars augment spatial tick marks with colors chosen to 
reflect the degree of concern a given statement would pose 
given a node’s disposition.  Lower belief (redder bar) poses 
less concern regarding a statement viewed unfavorably, 
more regarding one viewed favorably, higher belief (bluer 
bar) the reverse.  Red/blue contrast thus draws attention to a 
statement that should be of concern to Saddam. 

FUSION models can include argument map link types per 
Table 1. 

Table 1. FUSION supports probabilistic argument map model 

link types (center column).  Only the final two link types 

implementing propositional logic operators take an 

arbitrary number of input statements.  All other link types 

are binary. 

Downstream1 

statement 

 

IndicatedBy 

Upstream 

statement(s) 

 

CounterIndicatedBy 
MitigatedBy 
RelevantIf 

OppositeOf 
ImpliedByConjunction 
ImpliedByDisjunction 

In a FUSION model, every argument map statement is a 
Hypothesis.  For the last two link types in Table 1, the 
downstream statement also is a Logic statement. 

In developing the model in Figure 1, we identified the 
following representation and reasoning shortcomings for 
which we are now implementing responsive capabilities. 
• Beliefs computed for the scenario’s three outcomes do not 

sum to 1.0.  We can correct this by recasting 
IraqRetaliatesWithTerror as an exclusive-or (summary or 
constraint) Logic statement (see section 3) over the 
scenario’s outcomes, rather than as an absolutely 
supported Hypothesis, while also addressing the next 
issue.  

• In current FUSION, a given node cannot be both a Logic 
statement and an indicator.  Our FUSION spec-to-BN 
conversion software [6] treats these as distinct patterns of 
parents.  An indicated node acts as a BN parent to an 
indicating one.  A Logic statement’s input nodes act as 
parents to the Logic node itself.  To implement indication 
by a Logic statement node L, we will create (under the 
hood) an auxiliary node I to serve as the indicator and 
assert a Logic constraint C (with parents L and I) 
establishing L = I.  

                                                 
1 Per argument map convention, “downstream” is left, 

“upstream” right in the left-flowing argument map of Figure 1.   

• TerrorAttacksFail (likewise TerrorAttacksSucceed) should 
be allowed to be true only when TerrorAttacks also is 
true.  We are correcting this by adding the capability to 
assert Logic constraints, such as the one described for this 
model in section 3 to be used instead of the naïve 
OppositeOf link now connecting TerrorAttacksFail and 
TerrorAttacksSucceed.  

3 Logic statements 

We are working to make FUSION support any standard 
propositional logic expression using unary, binary, or higher 
arity operators2.  When a Logic statement has a hard true 
finding3, we refer to it as a Logic constraint, otherwise as a 
summarizing Logic statement.  

Figure 1’s model would be better if TerrorAttacksFail 
were allowed to be true only if TerrorAttacks also were true.  
We know that an attempted action can succeed or fail only if 
it occurs.  By explicitly modeling (as Hypotheses) both 
these potential action results and adding a Logic constraint4, 
we can force zero probability for every excluded truth value 
combination, improving the model (in tradecraft terms, 
correcting a “logic flaw”).  See Figure 2.  

Figure 2’s graphics are from the COTS Netica BN 

Application.  Because all nodes in the generated BN 

underlying a FUSION model are binary, we also could render 

the full BN using more perspicuous single belief bars. 

FUSION implements a target belief spec either 

(depending on purpose) using a BN node like Figure 2’s 

ConstraintTBC or (equivalently) via a likelihood finding on 

the subject BN node.  The FUSION GUI does not ordinarily 

expose an auxiliary node like ConstraintTBC to an analyst. 
This example is for illustration.  We can implement this 

particular BN pattern without target beliefs.  We also could 
implement absolute-strength IndicatedBy links as simple 
implication Logic constraints.  However, this would not 
naturally accommodate one of these links’ key properties—
the ability to specify degree of belief in the link’s upstream 
node when the downstream node is true—relevant because 
we can infer nothing about P given P  Q and knowing Q 
to be true. It also demands two target belief specs that tend 
to compete.  We are working to identify more Logic 
constraint patterns that can be implemented without target 
beliefs and to generalize specification of belief degree for 
any underdetermined entries in a summarizing Logic 
statement’s CPT. 

 

                                                 
2 See, e.g., https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truth_table.  
3 A likelihood finding could be used to implement a soft 

constraint. 
4 This constraint can be rendered (abbreviating statement 

names) as (or (and occur (xor succeed fail)) (and (not Occurs) (nor 
Succeeds Fails))) or more compactly via an if-then-else logic 

function (notated ite) as (ite Occurs (xor Succeeds Fails) (nor 
Succeeds Fails))—if an attack occurs, it either succeeds or fails, 

else it neither succeeds nor fails.   
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Figure 2. We are implementing Logic constraints to enforce sound logical reasoning.  The constraint node (left, in right 

model fragment) ensures that the model will believe in attack success/failure only when an attack actually occurs.  Setting the 

hard true finding on this node turns the summarizing Logic statement (left, in the left fragment) into the Logic constraint—but 

also distorts the model’s computed probabilities for the three Hypotheses.  Presuming these probabilities have been 

deliberately engineered by the modeler, FUSION must restore them.  It does so by specifying (bottom fragment) a target belief 

(implemented via the ConstraintTBC node) on one of the Hypotheses.  

4 Target beliefs 

We can set a target belief for any FUSION node whose 
computed belief under a baseline situation (say, before the 
application of a set of evidence items or assumptions) 
deviates from a modeler’s expectations or requirements.  
We have formerly done this to address unacceptably small 
probabilities for far-upstream nodes—an issue we hope to 
see less of with new flexible link strengths (section 5).  A 
target belief also can serve an exogenous variable that 
should be informed by real-world data statistics. 

As with BN belief inference, there is no closed-form 
solution for target belief satisfaction, which requires a 
gradient descent optimization over individual BN inference 
invocations, measuring in each step nodes’ differences 
between observed beliefs and targets.  Our implementation 
[8] computes differences on a log odds (vs. linear) scale 
(reflecting actual belief impacts and reducing gradient 
descent oscillation), initially adjusts all involved nodes in a 
single optimization step (effectively, in parallel—saving 
steps compared to strictly serial optimization), and saves the 
work from previous satisfaction processes over a given 
model (e.g., under edit) for fast incremental operation. 

In Haystax’ primary risk assessment FUSION application 
(called CARBON) including hundreds of BN nodes and 
dozens of target beliefs, processing takes just a few seconds.  
Our results compare favorably with those of related 

published algorithms.  Per the recent survey by Mrad et al 
[6], who refer to this capability as “fixed probability 
distribution” specification, the only published results are for 
much smaller problems.   

5  Flexible belief and strength specifications 

A given Bayesian network requires the specification of 
many individual, point probability values, but intelligence 
analysts generally work with probability ranges, as 
institutionalized in Intelligence Community Directive (ICD) 
203 [2] per Figure 3 below.  Beyond perfunctorily 
associating a uniform distribution with the range [45, 55]% 
(zero elsewhere) with the designation “roughly even 
chance,” a user may select a standard distribution (such as 
our grey one) or specify his/her own mode, inflection points, 
and non-zero probability range—perhaps all by dragging a 
few handles on a control. Only the curves’ shapes matter 
here.  FUSION normalizes height to agree with unit area (= 
1.0). 

While several of FUSION’s parameters are probability-
valued, the most prominent way probabilities enter a 
FUSION-generated BN is via under-the-hood encoding of on-
the-dashboard-specified indication strengths.  FUSION now 
encodes strengths using fixed odds ratios per Figure 4.  
More flexible specifications may be more appropriate for 
many problem types.  

 
Figure 3.  FUSION will bridge the gap between analysts’ familiar probability ranges (shown here with preferred natural 

language labels per ICD 203) and Bayesian networks’ exact probability requirements by supporting explicit probability 

distributions (shown here in grey).  Beyond perfunctorily associating a uniform distribution with the range [45, 55]% (zero 

elsewhere) with the designation “roughly even chance,” a CRAFT user may select a standard distribution (like our grey one) 

or a customized one, perhaps (in a future GUI) by dragging a few handles (small circles) on the distribution curve. Thus, 

CRAFT supports analysts’ best intuitions about argument probabilities without forcing commitments.  By sampling over input 

distributions, develop (under the hood) and display (on the dashboard) output belief distributions for argument map 

statements/nodes. 
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Figure 4. We are generalizing FUSION’S current fixed indication strengths (labeled vertical lines) as user-specifiable 

probability distributions similar to those planned for probabilities (Figure 3), supporting any odds ratio or distribution 

thereof.  Absolutely is intended as logical implication.  Fusion does not otherwise commit analysts to absolute certainty.  An 

odds or log odds scale may be more salient than standard probability.  This approach develops finest warranted beliefs. 

Robust statistical sampling of belief distributions could, 
in large models, exceed GUI near-real-time thresholds for 
to-user feedback.  Another attractive option, given 
reasonably tight belief distributions, is to develop only 
bounds for statement beliefs,  exploiting FUSION’s per-
statement actor disposition framework (described at Figure 
1).  Develop a statement’s favorable bound (i.e., the lower 
bound for an unfavorable statement, upper bound for a 
favorable one) by considering just other favorable bounds in 
an unambiguous-statement-only subgraph, and address 
limited combinatorics over disconnected subgraphs.  Belief 
bars resulting would thus include just two tick marks, rather 
than a richer distribution shape.   

6  Conclusion 

We are working to make FUSION, already a powerful 
framework for SMEs to author Bayesian network-based 
models, more complete and versatile for probabilistic 
argument map applications—in intelligence analysis and in 
other domains, generally.  Allowing summary Logic 
statements to serve as probabilistic indicators of hypotheses 
will afford uniform expressive power across a model’s 
downstream and upstream levels.  Supporting arbitrary Logic 
formulas as constraints as well as summary statements will 
increase expressiveness and conciseness.  Supporting more 
flexible belief and strength specifications to capture finer 
probabilistic distinctions will enable more precise modeling 
by individual SMEs and SME teams or crowds—values for 
numeric model parameters might be aggregated using 
crowdsourcing methods. 

Our proposed CRAFT variant designed for intelligence 
analysis will express all of FUSION’s capabilities in analyst-
friendly vocabulary (appendix A) and develop mechanisms 
and methods explicitly supporting the modeling of source 
credibility per Intelligence Community standards (appendix 
B). 
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A  CRAFT node and link types 

Table 2 and Table 3 describe the roles of different node and 

link types in our proposed intelligence domain-specific vari-

ant of FUSION called CRAFT.  We anticipate distinct GUI 

icons for these types. 

Probabilistic Argument Maps for Intelligence Analysis: Capabilities Underway
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Table 2. CRAFT will distinguish among model statement 

types in ways that are salient to intelligence analysts. 

Outcome 
A Hypothesis distinguished as a primary 

intelligence analysis alternative—e.g., a 

possible future (or present, or past) situation.   

Hypothesis A statement whose probability of truth 

depends on upstream-neighbor links. 

Evidence-
Hypothesis 

A statement that is in principle knowable from 

evidence available in the problem domain.   

Evidence- 
Report 

A statement reported by some source.  

Absolutely influences a like-content 

EvidenceHypothesis that is source-

independent and accommodates any number 

of SupportedBy or RefutedBy links from 

EvidenceReports corresponding to different 

reports.   

Credibility 
(of 

EvidenceReport) 

A statement characterizing the credibility of 

an EvidenceReport.  Per modeler discretion, 

either a single node or a conjunctive Logic 

statement summarizing relevant credibility 

factors.   

Assumption 

A statement posited by an analyst to fill a gap 

in available information.  Plays a modeling 

role similar to EvidenceReport, when 

evidence is unavailable.   

Validity 
(of Assumption) 

A statement characterizing an analyst’s self-

assessed legitimacy of a posited Assumption.   

Logic 
A propositional logic expression over other 

statement nodes, either summarizing or 

constraining them.   

Table 3. CRAFT will support probabilistic argument map 

model link types (center column).  All link types are binary.   

Downstream 

statement 

 

SupportedBy 
Upstream 

statement 

 

RefutedBy 
MitigatedBy 
RelevantIf 
LogicInput 

B  CRAFT credibility reasoning 

CRAFT will apply to a HUMINT EvidenceReport 

statement Schum’s framework [6] that assesses Credibility 

with respect to four attributes of the reporting agent: 
Veracity, Objectivity, Competence, and Opportunity to 
observe what’s been reported.  A reported statement is 
believed credible only if all four of its factor statements are 
believed true, so we link the EvidenceReport as RelevantIf 
this conjunctive Logic statement holds.  Note that the factor 
statements are themselves Hypotheses, subject to supporting 
and refuting statements bearing potentially rich argument 
structure.  Note that direct or indirect corroboration will 
increase an EvidenceReport’s Credibility.   

Below we outline how CRAFT will map (in italics) 
specific analytical tradecraft standards (in bold) regarding 
items of evidence per ICD 203 [2] to Schum’s factors or, as 
appropriate, other model elements.   

Factors from ICD 203 D.6.e.1:  

1. Accuracy (use Credibility) and completeness (explicitly 

model omitted possibilities as Assumptions or other 

appropriate statements)  

2. Possible denial (use Opportunity) and deception (elabo-

rate a deceptive course of action as an Outcome or 

other Hypothesis—see SaddamMaintainsDiplomacy in 

Figure 1, e.g.) 

3. Age and continued currency of information (use tem-

poral relevance) 

4. Technical elements of collection (apply true/false posi-

tive/negative sensor models, confusion matrices—

ancillary to Schum’s framework—see also [5], dis-

cussed below) 

5. Source access (use Opportunity) 
6. Validation (model as corroboration by other sources) 

7. Motivation (model as in Figure 1, e.g.) 

8. Possible bias (use Objectivity) 
9. Expertise (use Competence) 

More factors from ICD 206 [3] appendix A (glossary), 

“source descriptor:” 

10. Precision or technical quality (see 1, 4) 

11. Context (connotes scope or socio-cultural setting—

capture via other model statements, as appropriate) 

12. For human sources: 

a. Level of access (use Opportunity) 
b. Past reporting record (associate with base 

rate/prior for any credibility factor—

including/especially Veracity) 
c. Potential biases—e.g., political, personal, profes-

sional, religious affiliations (counter-indicators for 

Objectivity) 

From ICD 206 appendix D.5:  

13. Potential strengths and limitations of available in-
formation (see 1)  

14. Notable inconsistencies in reporting (impugn Credibil-
ity, per factor as warranted) 

15. Important information gaps (see 1) 

16. Other factors deemed relevant (model as appropri-

ate) 

HUMINT is testimonial evidence.  Hughes [5] addresses 
credibility also for tangible and sensor evidence and 
presents considerations that may inform argument structure 
affecting each of Schum’s testimonial evidence credibility 
factors.  He also tenders the factor “observational 
sensitivity”—which may be as relevant to sensing by 
humans as it is to sensing by devices—and addresses 
authenticity, chain of custody, and primary vs. secondary (or 
tertiary, ...) sources.  CRAFT might be engineered to support 
some of these refinements explicitly.  CRAFT’s credibility 
reasoning will remain explicitly probabilistic, however, 
exploiting the FUSION foundation, rather than assessed ad 
hoc as in the later sections of Hughes’ report. 
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Abstract 

Intelligence analysts are tasked to produce well-
reasoned, transparent arguments with justified 
likelihood assessments for plausible outcomes 
regarding past, present, or future situations.  
Traditional argument maps help to structure 
reasoning but afford no computational support for  
probabilistic judgments.  We automatically 
generate Bayesian networks from argument map 
specifications to compute probabilities for every 
argument map node.  Resulting analytical products 
are operational, in that (e.g.) analysts or their 
decision making customers can interactively 
explore different combinations of analytical 
assumptions. 

1 Introduction 

In intelligence analysis, argument mapping [1] presents a 
problem-solving framework built around key elements of 
the intelligence issue being addressed, makes analytic 
reasoning shortfalls and information gaps more visible, 
prompts consideration of both supporting and refuting 
evidence mitigating confirmation bias [5], allows for 
comparison of multiple hypotheses, and translates easily 
into standard written formats with bottom line up front and 
supporting reasoning organized logically. 

Haystax has developed a probabilistic argument mapping 
framework called FUSION1.  Faced with the challenge of 
operationalizing subject matter experts’ (SMEs’) policy-
guided reasoning about person trustworthiness in a 
comprehensive risk model [10], we first developed 
CARBON, now one of many models supported by the FUSION 
framework.  The CARBON domain’s high volume (hundreds) 
of policy statements and need for SMEs both to understand 
the model and to author its elements inspired us to develop 
and apply a technical approach that enhances argument 
maps with SME-accessible probabilistic reasoning.   

We developed the FUSION framework having recognized 
the general need for and latent power of a probabilistic 
argument mapping approach—across many application 

                                                 
1 SMALL-CAPS typeface distinguishes tools and frameworks. 

areas, including our own software product and service line.  
In the last three years of building FUSION, we have 
identified and resolved subtle representation and reasoning 
issues in a coherent, integrated computational framework 
with APIs and UIs at multiple levels, including a top-level 
GUI.  We recently began addressing the specific 
requirements of argumentation for intelligence analysis, 
appealing initially as a driving use case to the CIA’s Iraq 
retaliation scenario [4], where Iraq might respond to US 
forces’ bombing of its intelligence headquarters by 
conducting major, minor, or no terror attacks, given limited 
evidence about Saddam Hussein’s disposition and public 
statements, Iraq’s historical responses, and the status of 
Iraq’s national security apparatus.   

Intelligence analysts traditionally develop their judgments 
about the likelihood of a given situation’s outcome using ad 
hoc methods that consider probabilistic notions but do not 
necessarily implement mathematically sound probabilistic 
reasoning. Bayesian network inference propagates beliefs in 
all directions—not just up from leaf nodes towards root 
hypotheses, but also back down2, in a process that is 
generally too complex for any human to follow, completely, 
beyond small pedagogical examples.  For a very large class 
of intelligence analysis problems [3], this belief propagation 
is very fast—much faster than needed to support graphical 
user interface (GUI) interaction.  Once propagation has 
settled, observed probabilities are all consistent.  Clicking 
around an argument map FUSION model in the GUI, analysts 
can observe which of their input likelihood assessments 
have what effects on computed beliefs, for all nodes. 

FUSION models3 are intuitively simple yet technically 
sophisticated. We have developed software [13] to convert 
probabilistic argument maps into corresponding Bayesian 
networks (BNs).  The conversion software recognizes a 
pattern of types of argument map links that are incident on a 
given statement and constructs a conditional probability 
table (CPT) for the corresponding BN node (a random 
variable representing the statement’s truth or falsity) to 
implement appropriate reasoning.  The SME—here, the 

                                                 
2 Note the finding set in Figure 2, e.g. 
3 A FUSION model is a probabilistic argument map (a 

computational model of an analytical argument).  We use the terms 

“argument” and “model” interchangeably. 
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analyst—thus works with argument maps (as if on a 
dashboard), and BN mechanics and minutiae4 all remain 
conveniently “under the hood.”   

2 Analyst’s structured FUSION model 

Given the Iraq retaliation scenario description from [4], 
our intelligence analyst followed a structured argumentation 
process drawing loosely on analysis of competing 
hypotheses (ACH)5, to draft a purely textual argument.  A 
fragment appears as Table 1.  The process Note the analyst’s 
grouping of evidence statements into five categories—past 
reactions, capability, initial responses, and political and 
sychological motivations—which we take to be exemplary 
of predictive intelligence questions as an analytical problem 
class.  Under the structured process, an analyst asserts first 
hypotheses, then evidence statements (formulated as 
hypothesis-neutral), then rates each evidence statement for 
consistency with and relevance to each hypothesis.   

Table 1. FUSION upgrades the practice of intelligence 

analysis from textual arguments with ad hoc (analyst-

intuited) likelihood reasoning to graphical argument maps 

with principled probabilistic reasoning.  Shown is a 

fragment of our analyst’s specification for the Iraq 

retaliation scenario, addressing just one outcome 

hypothesis.     

Hypothesis 2 --Iraq will sponsor some minor terrorist actions in 

the Middle East—Refuting with High Uncertainty 

Past reaction to similar events—Refuting with High uncertainty 

• Absence of terrorist offensive during the 1991 Gulf War—

Refuting, Credibility High, Relevance Low 
• Iraq responded with low scale response to “provocations” by 

Iran—Supporting, Credibility High, Relevance Low 
Capability to respond – military and intelligence capabilities—

Supporting with High Uncertainty 

• Small network of agents which could be used to attack US 

interests in the Middle East and Europe—Supporting, 

Credibility Medium, Relevance Low  
• Network has only been used to go after Iraqi dissidents—

Refuting, Credibility Medium, Relevance Low 
Initial responses to the bombing—Supporting with High Uncer-

tainty 

• Saddam public statement of intent not to retaliate—Refuting, 

Credibility Low; Relevance Low 
• Increase in frequency/length of monitored Iraqi agent radio 

broadcasts—Supporting, Credibility Medium, Relevance Low 
• Iraqi embassies instructed to take increased security 

precautions—Supporting, Credibility Medium, Relevance Low 

                                                 
4 The conversion software creates auxiliary BN nodes for some 

link type patterns (e.g., MitigatedBy in [13]). 
5 ACH (see [4], chapter 8) is intended to induce a workflow 

enhancing the elicitation of hypotheses and evidence and to reduce 

biases towards any particular lines of reasoning.  It elicits informal 

likelihoods but falls short of eliciting the conditional probabilities 

that are essential to true Bayesian reasoning.  While some ACH 

tools do implement ad hoc likelihood combination methods, ACH 

itself has no integral probabilistic framework.   

Political motivations driving response decision—Refuting with 

High Uncertainty 

• Assumption that Saddam would not want to provoke another US 

attack—Refuting, Validity Medium, Relevance Medium 
Implication of Saddam’s psychological makeup for a decision on 

responding—Supporting with High Uncertainty 

• Assumption: Failure to retaliate would be a loss of face for 

Saddam—Supporting, Validity Low, Relevance Low 

In Table 1, likelihood reasoning is captured as follows. 

• Relevance captures the degree to which a posited 
statement supports or refutes the (sub-)hypothesis 
statement to which it is connected.  Our analyst includes 
explicit headings for the evidence categories.  

• Credibility captures the degree to which an evidence 
statement is considered believable, based on attributes of 
an associated source report.  

• Validity captures the analyst’s assessment of the 
legitimacy of a posited assumption statement—one for 
which sourced evidence is unavailable or unexpected.  

• Uncertainty captures the analyst’s (presumably, ad hoc) 
roll-up accounting for the other three likelihood notions 
above, respecting argument structure.   

Figure 1 is a screenshot6 of our encoding of the analyst’s 
argument as a Fusion model, which includes outcome 
hypothesis nodes (circled yellow), evidence category nodes 
(circled green), and evidence nodes (right of category 
nodes), plus additional nodes for the sake of logic (IraqRe-
tailiatesWithTerror) and organization (IraqChoosesTerror).  
The former is true if either “TerrorAttacks” statement is 
true.  The latter collects support from the four category 
nodes that in her model are the same for the two terror 
hypotheses, using indication strengths per her specification.  
For brevity, we’ve hidden all the evidence credibility and 
assumption validity nodes.  We’ve set appropriate findings 
on all evidence, assumption credibility, and validity nodes.  
Hypothesis 2 (minor terror) has a computed belief of 17%, 
hypothesis 3 (major terror) 2%.  By comparison, our analyst 
estimated a belief range of 20–45% for hypothesis 2.  The 
traditional process rolls up likelihoods from evidence to 
hypotheses, normalizing to 1.0 across hypotheses.  In 
contrast, Bayesian belief propagation is multi-directional, 
updating beliefs over an entire model.  A version of this 
model addressing only Hypothesis 2 computes 23% belief—
within the analyst’s bounds. 

                                                 
6 With the GUI, a user can edit a model to add, delete, or 

change nodes or links, navigate to show or hide a displayed node’s 

upstream, downstream, or neighbor nodes, find (per text search) 

and display a hidden node, select either bottom-to-top or right-to-

left argument stream orientation, and explore different situations 

by entering (or clearing) BN “hard findings” that arbitrarily (often 

temporarily) state unequivocally that a given statement should be 

taken either as true or false.  Upon a finding entry, FUSION 

performs BN belief propagation and updates the display.   

For each node, the modeler specifies a full-sentence statement 

and chooses a short label for display on the node’s GUI icon.  The 

GUI will display the full statement on mouse-over or drill-down. 
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Or summary

And summary

And summary

 Upstream

Downstream 

 

Figure 1. This screenshot from FUSION’s model GUI exhibits our probabilistic argument mapping capability.  Statement 

nodes are connected by positive (solid grey line) and negative (dashed grey line) indication links of various strengths (per 

line thicknesses).  Argument flow (from evidence to outcomes) is from right to left—e.g., IraqChoosesTerror is strongly 

indicated by RetaliationSigns.  Black lines inform logic summary nodes (annotated post-screenshot).  Belief bars (bottom, 

each node) reflect belief level using both tick marks and colors (explained at Figure 2). 

Note that the FUSION model is more compact than the full 
textual specification.  The model mentions each statement 
only once.  Besides uncluttering the modeling canvas, this 
convention helps enforce consistency.  Consider that given 
assumption statements should carry the same truth values in 
a fair comparison of different hypotheses.  So, we shouldn’t 
assess NoRetaliationForUSBombing with 
IraqiAgentRadioChatter turned on and 
IraqMinorTerrorAttacks with IraqiAgentRadioChatter 
turned off.  The GUI shows model state under one given set 
of assumption values at one time.  When a user changes 
assumption values, computed beliefs displayed for all 
statements (including outcomes) are updated together. 

Table 2. FUSION supports probabilistic argument map model 

link types (center column).   

Downstream7 

statement 

 

IndicatedBy 

Upstream 

statement(s) 

 

CounterIndicatedBy 
MitigatedBy 
RelevantIf 

OppositeOf 
ImpliedByConjunction 
ImpliedByDisjunction 

FUSION implements distinct varieties of relevance 
different from our analyst’s usage that we have taken as 
FUSION indication strength. 

• Indication relevance.  Saddam’s promise not to retaliate 
matters to our assessment of Iraq’s choice/outcome not to 
retaliate only if he is not lying.  Connecting the statement 
(not shown) impugning Saddam’s veracity and his 
statement promising non-retaliation is a FUSION 

                                                 
7 Per argument map convention, “downstream” is left, 

“upstream” right in the left-flowing argument maps of Figure 1 

and Figure 2.   

RelevantIf link (not a standard IndicatedBy link), which 
serves to discount consideration of the promise when we 
believe Saddam to be dishonest in making it.8  

• Temporal relevance, reflecting decay either in importance 
of a past event or in continuing reliability of a past state 
observation.  In FUSION, an event’s/observation’s 
relevance decays per a user-specified half life [10].   

3 Scientist’s incentive-oriented FUSION model 

Figure 2 is a screenshot of a model by one of our 
scientists emphasizing Saddam’s incentives to act, 
considering the issues of maintaining diplomatic status, 
maintaining a face of strength with his public, and whether 
US might not expect retaliation (so harden defenses, likely 
foiling any attack) if he promises none.  By setting a hard 
finding of false or true on the incentive-collecting node 
SaddamWins, we can examine computed beliefs (plotted in 
Figure 3) under Saddam’s worst- and best-case scenarios.  
We see that Saddam is much more likely to have engaged in 
terror in a situation in which he loses than one in which he 
wins—so terror is not in his best interests.  Figure 3 also 
plots beliefs for the situation in which there is no finding 
and the 50% prior probability on SaddamWins prevails. 

                                                 
8 A FUSION MitigatedBy link works symmetrically, discounting 

an influence when the mitigator is true. 
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Figure 2. Our scientist’s model of the argument excerpted in Table 1 includes (with different names) many of the same 

statements as its counterpart in Figure 1, with many similar links.  SaddamWins (hard finding false) captures Saddam’s 

incentives to act or not.  Node colors capture whether Saddam’s disposition (or attitude) regarding a given statement is 

favorable (blue) or unfavorable (red).  Fusion computes these dispositions from a single directive—to propagate the 

favorability of SaddamWins upstream (only), respecting link polarities.  One node (gray, bottom left) is not touched by this 

propagation.  Four nodes (purple, top right) have ambiguous status with respect to Saddam’s disposition. Belief bars 

augment spatial tick marks with colors chosen to reflect the degree of concern a given statement would pose given a node’s 

disposition.  Lower belief (redder bar) poses less concern regarding a statement viewed unfavorably, more regarding one 

viewed favorably, higher belief (bluer bar) the reverse.  Red/blue contrast thus draws attention to a statement that should be 

of concern to Saddam.  
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Figure 3. Given a node (like SaddamWins) collecting an actor’s incentives, FUSION can compute beliefs for outcomes under 

the actor’s worst-case, best-case, and other scenarios.   

4 Related work 

We believe FUSION’s combination of argument maps and 
BNs to be unique. 

Karvetski et al. [7] propose BN expert-facilitated BN 
development following an ACH-based protocol.  The BN 
adaptation is intended to overcome ACH weaknesses 
associated with informal treatment of uncertainty.  
Modeling the 1984 Rajneeshee bioterror attack themselves, 
the authors envision how practicing analysts might 
productively collaborate in an ACH style.  Appealing to 
standard elicitation techniques, they elicit (from each 
supposed analyst) 118 coarse-grained probability 
assessments to complete the CPTs for 14 nodes (one 
ternary9, 13 binary) with a combined total of 19 parents.10  

                                                 
9 A FUSION model would factor the ternary node into three 

binary ones, over which it would apply an xOr Logic constraint. 

Like us, they eschew duplicate nodes (which unnecessarily 
complicate probability reasoning).  A corresponding FUSION 
model would require no more than 27 indication polarity-
and-strength assessments.  We have designed FUSION to 
eliminate the need for a knowledge representation and 
reasoning specialist (a BN expert) to facilitate knowledge 
acquisition, so that analysts can build argument models 
themselves.   

We agree with these authors’ statements below regarding 

ACH uninformed by mathematically sound probability rea-

soning.  These statements also apply to argument maps so 

uninformed.  

The measures of consistency, relevance, and credibility 

are poorly defined and elicited unreliably. This allows for 

                                                                                  
10 They limit model size by factoring 12 outcome hypotheses 

into three outcome aspects—who, where, and why.  FUSION can 

support this approach. 
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the actor’s worst-case, best-case, and other scenarios.   

4 Related work 

We believe FUSION’s combination of argument maps and 
BNs to be unique. 

Karvetski et al. [7] propose BN expert-facilitated BN 
development following an ACH-based protocol.  The BN 
adaptation is intended to overcome ACH weaknesses 
associated with informal treatment of uncertainty.  
Modeling the 1984 Rajneeshee bioterror attack themselves, 
the authors envision how practicing analysts might 
productively collaborate in an ACH style.  Appealing to 
standard elicitation techniques, they elicit (from each 
supposed analyst) 118 coarse-grained probability 
assessments to complete the CPTs for 14 nodes (one 
ternary9, 13 binary) with a combined total of 19 parents.10  

                                                 
9 A FUSION model would factor the ternary node into three 

binary ones, over which it would apply an xOr Logic constraint. 

Like us, they eschew duplicate nodes (which unnecessarily 
complicate probability reasoning).  A corresponding FUSION 
model would require no more than 27 indication polarity-
and-strength assessments.  We have designed FUSION to 
eliminate the need for a knowledge representation and 
reasoning specialist (a BN expert) to facilitate knowledge 
acquisition, so that analysts can build argument models 
themselves.   

We agree with these authors’ statements below regarding 

ACH uninformed by mathematically sound probability rea-

soning.  These statements also apply to argument maps so 

uninformed.  

The measures of consistency, relevance, and credibility 

are poorly defined and elicited unreliably. This allows for 

                                                                                  
10 They limit model size by factoring 12 outcome hypotheses 

into three outcome aspects—who, where, and why.  FUSION can 

support this approach. 
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highly subjective and unique interpretations among ana-

lysts. For example, the consistency measure should an-

swer a well-defined question such as, “Given hypothesis 

H, how likely are we to see evidence e?” rather than the 

question “How consistent are hypothesis H and evidence 

e?” Emphasizing the direction of the question can clear 

up confusion between interpretations. (p213) 

The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence [12] criti-

cized the pre-war assessments of weapons of mass de-

struction (WMDs) in Iraq for the tendency of analysts to 

consider uncertainty only at each separate stage of rea-

soning rather than over the whole chain of reasoning. 

Heuer [4] was not unaware of this problem, but he of-

fered limited advice on the subject for ACH users. (p215) 

Karvetski et al. acknowledge the value of argument 
mapping as an elicitation tool, but do not go so far as to 
integrate it with their product BN in an argument mapping 
tool, as FUSION does.   

Probabilistic abstract argumentation frameworks [8] 
assign probabilities to nodes and links locally and use these 
to compute probabilities globally. These frameworks 
generally assume conditional independence among all 
nodes, so do not accommodate conditional probabilities and 
cannot meaningfully capture causality or other rich 
relationships.11  

Markov logic networks, similarly, do not naturally 
accommodate conditional probabilities, so representing 
causality is cumbersome [6]. They are notoriously hard to 
build directly.  More often, they are applied in a machine 
learning setting. They are attractive in that the only 
parameters to be specified are weights on logical formulas.  
We implemented a propositional Markov logic interpreter to 
experiment with the Iraq Retaliation scenario but were 
unable to engineer the necessary fundamental conditional 
dependence relationships (without going all the way to 
implement BNs, less efficiently, in this framework).  

6  Conclusion 

Probabilistic argument maps are applicable wherever 
traditional argument maps are.  By choosing Logic statement 
nodes and/or by applying hard findings to upstream-most 
non-Logic nodes, a probabilistic argument map can be 
rendered entirely deterministic.  Thus, FUSION models are a 
superset of standard argument maps.  Probabilistic 
reasoning offers a powerful alternative to crisp logical 

                                                 

11 We take the recent dissertation of Li [8] to be representative of 

the state of the art.  Li proposes framework extensions to accom-

modate conditional independence—after having briefly mentioned 

BNs, chooses Nilsson’s probabilistic logic [9] as a foil, and  dis-

misses the lot: The standard uncertainty management approaches 

as mentioned are unable to propagate uncertainty through argu-

ment evaluation; i.e., given uncertainty associated with arguments, 

these approaches cannot propagate the uncertainty to uncertainty 

about which arguments are justified. (p12)  FUSION does this now. 

reasoning, accounting naturally for uncertainty about 
evidence or influences.  FUSION also probabilistically 
enhances nonmonotonic defeat and relevance reasoning—
via its MitigatedBy and RelevantIf link types.  We continue 
to develop and apply the FUSION framework [11]. 
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